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INTRODUCTION 

ild life reserves aJ¥i Natimal. Parke are now 

getting great concerns !'rem ecological. pcd.nt of 

view. According to the env1rormenta11sta there 

should be at least 33% area of fc:rest in a 

country. For ecological balance there should be 60% forests 

on the hilly-mountaineous terrain ani· 20% forest cover en 

plains. In IlXii.a, as the data show we have 22.8% area urv:ier 

forest, but the recent satellite picturee show that we have 

hardly 10% to 11% forest area. In Pald.stan due to poor rain

fall e.."'Ccept for north-west mountaineous region having coni

erous trees, large areas have poor scrub fareets aJXi graas

lanis. But the recent. insurgency of Afghan refugees have 

deforested this area badly. In Bangladesh about 16% laxxi is 

under forests located in Chittagmg hills, south Khulna, 

Sylhet arxi Madhupur region of east em higblaJXls • sane delta 

forests. The warm climate and heav,y rainfall renects in 

luxuriant dense forests in Sri Lanka. The eouthern border 

arrl Terai region of Nepal is also densely forested. Bhutan 

ani Maldi vea also have good forest cover. 

These forests are natural habitat for the ld.ld 

animals. So the mmber and variety of llild life is affected 
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by the expansion am shrinking of natural habitat. 

The ters 1ld.ld life' in general dmot.es all. 

living organilmls 'Hbich are not daneeticated by man and 

living in their o1m natural surrowxiings. Wild life includes 

both vertebrate and invert.ebrate, which are f\lrther divided 

into IIlalllllals, amphibians, reptiles etc. All these organieme 

form an important part or this world and in the words of 

Jawahar Lal Nehru 'life would beccme very dull and cou.lourless 

if we did not have these · magniticient animals and birds to 

look at and to play with 1 • 
1 India has a lcmg tradition of ap-

preciating the value of all living creatures, which is refiected 

in our epics, theory of non-violence am our life style. Our 

late PM, J.L.Nehru has pointed out. it as •In no country 1$ 

life valued in theory so much as in India, an:i many people 'l<Jould 

even hesitate to destroy the meanest. or the most harm!'ul of 

animals. But in practice we ignore the animal worlclt.2 

South Asia is syncmym to Indian subcontinent. It 

is a single geographical identity, but politically divided 

1. Quoted tram Gee,E.P; The Wild Life of India,(Landon: 
Collins, st James Palace, 1964), p.1. 

2. Ibid, p.1. 
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into separate countries; lDdia1 Pald.st.an, Bangladeah1 Nepal, 

Bhutan~ Sri Lanka aDi Maldi vee. In other wolij,e they are 

SAARC count.ries. If we igDore the recent. histor:y o! post 1940s, 

they have always been clo~ tied in a socio-rel.igious-cUl.tural 

thread. So the;y are very well kn<nc1 to each other and many 

things are CCIIIIlon in all. The Lott.," H:imalayas separate this 

subcontinent fran other part.s of Asia. There are lots of diver

sities in terJIS of physical character.l.stics 1 i.e., altitude, 

temperature, rainfall, topography, soil and vegetation etc, but 

we can label all them under monsoon regime llhich has 

shaped saae kind of s:imilarity in WSJ of life of people. It is 

very difficult to separate or regionalize them with sharp 

bo\mdary because there are many tranai tion zones and overlaps. 

Simi 1 ar is the case ld.. th wild life of South 

Asia. India being the largest country, it is the country where 

all representative an:imals are fourn. There is no e:1ngl.e 

species 'Which is found in neighbourhood, but not in India. 

There are transition zones, e.g., the desert :fauna of Indian 

Tbar marusthal is CCI!IIlan in Pald.etan. The animals of dey 

Himel ayas (Ladakh) are CCIIIllOD in Ilxlia am Nepal. Other 

Hi.mal.ey'an and Terai an:imaJ s are ca11110n in India, Nepal, 

Bhutan. The wild ardmal s of Ganga Brabnaput.ra plain-delta 

are COIIUOOD in India as well as Bangladesh. S1milar is the 

case with peninsula and Sri Lanka. 
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Imisn subcontinent bas very important place 

on the ld.ldlife map of the world. There are about tive 

humred species of ma-al s, more than two thousand species or 

birds., many epr"cies or fish, reptiles, amphibians and more than 

30.,000 forms of insects folUld in this subcontinent • .3 The 

Asiatic li<ll, the armoured one horned great In:lian Rhinoceros, 

the magniticient Ro.yal Bengal tiger, the ma.ss:L ve Indian 

Elephant and the large Imian gaur are the big 1'i ve of our 

forests. They are ccmparable only with their counterpart ani

mala of Africa where heavy Ethiopian lion, big eared 

Elephant, two homed Rhinoceros etc are found. India is the 

only countr;r in the l·IOrld where Lion and Tiger both are 

found. The three species of cats including the spotted, 

marbled, fishing, desert, golden, jungle, pallas, the caracal 

types of cats ani the Lynx are found. The Wite tiger is 

very unique to India. 

India has twelve species of bats including the 

Flying fox or Fruit bat. The F~ng LEmur, which is neither 

a lemur nor a bat, but which bears the same relationship to 

the shrews as the Fl¥-tng Squirrel does to the Squirrels. 

3. St.racy, P.D. ; Wild Life in India, Its Ccnservation and 
Ccmtrol, (Hew Delhi: K1ni&tr7 of Food & Agriculture, Depart
ment of Agriculture, Govemment of India, 196.3), p.18. 
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There are four species of apes in the world, among them 

mighty Gor:Ul& am intelligent Cb1mpanjee are fomxi in 

Af'rica, Orang utaD, aDd Gibbon are fo'UDd in Ae1a. India 

has the most noisy ape -the Hoolock. There are 5 specie 

of monkeys; the Rhesus, the Bennet, the Lion-tailed, the 

Assamese and the Pig tailed. There are two species of 

Lenures - the slow Lorie am the slender Loris found in 

Sikkim 8Di Blutan. The lcmg tailed monkeys - Han\lllan, the 

Golden Langur, the Capped and Nilg1ri Langur are peculiar 

features of peninsula. 

Hare and Rabbits are widely distributed in 

subcontinent. They are foum from cmsert to snow capped 

hills and from open to thick forests. (Rabbits born naked 

while Hares are covered wi. th hair) • 

There are about 1729 s~ies of rodents in 

the world, they are also wid~ distributed in South Asian 

countries. They are Squirrels, Antelopes-rats, Rats etc. 

There are many an:imals which are canparable 

with their counterparts in the world. 

Ammg the carnivorous animals, the Itdian 

wol! is snaller than those of Eurq>eans am North American 
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The str.i.pped Indian Hyena is ccmparable ld.th spotted H;yena 

of Africa. The wild dogs of India are as notorious as 

the Atrican. spot.ted w1ld dogs. African aDi Indian 

Jackals are similar. 

Various types of Bear are found in ID:iia, 

they are the Brown bear, the H:imalayan black bear, the Sun 

bear and the Sloth bear. Th~ are smaller than those of 

temperate and !rigid zcmes; Alaskan - Polar or Grizzly of 

North America. 

There are only two rare species of Panda in the 

worJd, the Giant Panda which is found in China ani the lesser 

Panda in North Bengal and Sikld.m. Elephants have also two 

ld.:xla, one is the African type with flapping ears, a slanting 

forehead, and a concave back, while the Indian and South East 

Asian type has flat forehead, convex back, smaller ears aJXi 

smal1er size. 

There are six species of Rhinoceros in Asia am 

Africa. The A:trican black, the rare lllhite of the south and north 

subspecies have two home am their bodies are smooth. The 

great lJldian Rhinoceros has 0I14 one horn and armour plated 

~· Tbe Sunatran and Javan Rhinoceros have a smaller horn, 

hairy body am snaller size. 
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Th~e are DIBll7 species ot 1d.ld pigs in the "HOrld; 
'· . 

the P:l.g1v hog ot lDdia, theW U"t hog ot Africa, the Crowned 

boar of SOuth East Asia, the Bush Pig, the -Madagaskar pig, the 

Giant forest hog of Europe etc. The P~ hog is found cmly 

in East Imi.an and East Bang] adesh forests while the wild boar 

is well. distributed in the subcontinent fran scrubl.am to 

evergreen forests. 

The Deer species of India can be compared with 

the Deer family of any temperate country of Europe, America am 

Asia. Out of about twenty species of deer in the world, eight 

species are foum in India. They are; the Hangul, the Samber, 

the Chital, the MUsk deer, the Hog deer, the Swamp deer, the 

Thamin and the Bar~ deer. 

There are JDar1Y ld.lxls of Antelopes fowxl in 

Africa, but in India we have four types; Ch:inkara, Nilgai, the 

four horned antelopes and the Black buck. Amcng wild mountain 

goat and sheep, the Ibex, the Serow, the Markhor, the Goral, 

the Ebaral., the Nayan, the Tald.n, the Hi:mala;yan large Tahr and 

the Nilg1ri Tahr can be canpared with the wild goats and 

sheep of world, e.g., the big harned sheep of the Rocky 

mountains of North America, the Markhor of maountaineous 

Iran, Afghanistan, the Marco Polo sheep of CEiltral Aeia etc. 
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The Gaur, wild buttalo, the African buffalo -

Bante:ng, the Bisca are toum in torests. ·While the Yak is comp

arable with 1J.ama of Andean highlards though both differ in shape. 

We don •t have the Zebras of Africa and wild horses of China, 

but we have wild Ass in hot deserts of Little Rann of Kutch 

and the Kiang in cold deserts of Laddakh • 

.Amcmg Acquatic lives, Dolphins are found in 

Ganga, Brabna.putra and near Lakshadweep. The whales are folmd 

in the .Bq of Bengal and .Arabian Sea. The distribution of other 

an:imals will be described latter on. 

Water in Gangjs has not nown much when the 

wild animals were widely distributed in Indian subcontinent. Upt,o 

Moghul period wild .1'1ora as well a.s fauna were abundant. But af

ter the arrival of Britishera, due to eJq>ansion of their 

various econanic and cournercial activ:i.ties like mining, plantation, 

reads - railwqs construction etc and later m the world wars, 

a large SUIIl of forests were swept away and the wild animals were 

ld.lled on very massive amount. In this century many- species 

which l-tere ablmdant, cameon the verge of extinction. So the need 

of some law to protect them was fel. t. It was also thought that 

there whould be saae areas where the an:hnaJ s can re tuge __ themse

lves in their natural environment. So the concepts of many 
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categories of forests developed such as Naticaal Parks, Sanctu-

ary, Protected area, reserves etc. The lDdian Board of Wild 

Life which is responsible for the management, preservation am. 

development of wild !aUlla and. nora, has defined four areas 

where wild life receives some ld.nd of protection. Umer the 

provision of Wild L:l.!e{Protection) Act, 1972, 81V area can be 

declared by' the State government as a sanctuary or national park 

in case the concerned area needs protection and conservation for 

its ecological, faunal, floral, geomorphological ani zoological 

singnificance. The Central government can establish a sanctuary 

or national park with the consent of concerned state governments~ 

NATIONAL PAm: According to the Indian Board for Wild Life, 

'A National Park is an area dedicated by statute for all time 

to conserve the scenery, natural and historical objects, to 

conserve the wild life there in and to provide for enjoymEnt of 

the same in such manner and by such means, that will leave them 

unimpared for the enjoyment of tut.ure generations with such 

moditication as local cODii tiona may demand'. 5 

Annual Report, cc Minist)7 of Wildlife and IFQ.romnent, Govt. 
of Inclia,(Nev Delhi: 19SS~ p.1. 

Strac.y, P.D. ; op cit., p.117. 
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AccOI"ding to E.P.Gee, one or the authentic 

scholar m the wild life of India, "In most countries of the 

world, a National Park can oncy be created by the national, cent

ral or federal government. of the country. But in India a 

state government. can constitute · a National Park in its state 

Legislature - preferably subject to certain standards which 

are now being drawn by the In:iian Board of ld.ld life.6 

The history of Natiooal Parks in India begins 

in 1936 when the Hailey (now Corbett) national parks of 

United Provinces (now uttar Pradesh) was created. The defini-

tion of national parks evolved in 1933 at the London conference 

on African fatma., according to v.bich a national park is an area 

placed under public control, the boundaries of which shall not 

be altered except by competent. legislative authority. The area 

is declared for the protection and preservation for all t~ 

of wild animal life and wild vegetation for the benefit am 

advantage am enjoyment or the gmeral public. In this area 

hunting of fauna or collection of nora is prohibited except 

mxler the direction of park authority. 7 

6. Seshadri, Balakrishna ; The Tw:Ui~t of India's Wild Life, 
(Lomon: James Baber Publishers, 199), p. 187. 

7. stracy, P.D. ; op cit., p.116. 
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. In Engl am 1 national parka are mostly areas 01' 

sites o! great natural beaut.7 or o! historical-arcbaelogical 

importance. In Europe they are pre~es o! natural wild life, 

while in America they are mainly areas o! outstanding scenic 

beauty and remarkable natural phencmena. In Africa they are 

almost entirely faunal in character. 

In ~a, the predominant character o! national 

park is faunal, but gradual~ the emphasis is going on to beauti

ful scenary. Because most o! Indian parks are located in beauti

ful surroundings with varied types of vegetation with an adequacy 

of wild life, so it is difficult to separate bath from each 

other. 

SANCTUARY : The Imian Board for Wild ~fe has define:i a 

sanctuary as, •An area 'Where killing, hunting, shooting or 

capturing of any species or bird or animal is prohibited 

except by or under the ccntrol of highest authority in tlxl 

department responsible for the management of the sancuar;r and 

'Whose b:>llDdaries and character should be sacrosanct as far as 

possible • • 8 The Board has further clarified the position b7 

stating that while the management of sanctuaries does not 

involve suspension or restriction of normal forest operation, 

8. stracy, PJD. ; op cit., p.117. 
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it is desirable to aside a campleteq sacrosanct area within a 

sanctuary to be known as 1.Abhyaranya1 • It has also indicated 

that sanctuaries should be made accessible to the public. 

The famous scholar E.P .Gee has thrown light 

on sanctuary as that in India sanctuary is usua.ll.y created by 

an order or gazette notification of State government. So the 

weakness of a sanctur~ is that it can be desanctuarized ~rely 

by another order or gazette notification of a State government 

because it is not safeguarded by arzy- proper legislation. 

The idea behir:rl <.J. wild life sanctuary and a 

national park is same, ie, maximum protection, preservation and 

conservation of wild animals. But the fundamental difference 

between the two is that a sanctuary is created by order of a 

competent authority, mo may be the chief conservator of forests 

or minister of a state, while a national park can be formed, 

abolished or changed only by the legislatic:a or a State. 

Therefore, the status and degree of permanency ani protection 

is much higher in a national park than in a sanctuary. In a 

wild life sanctuary private ownership righta may continue and 

forestry and other usages also may continue so long as 

wild life conservation is not adverse~ affected. However, in 
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a national park all private o"WDership rights are extinguished 

ani all· forestcy ani other usages are prohibited. 9 Eveey 

national park should have .the mini:mum requisites of fauna~ 

nora and scenery etc. There should be sufficient means of 

management and protection in a sanctuary to be upgraded as 

naticnal park. Before declaring any forest as a national park, 

it must be confirmed that the area is of sufficient importame 

aDi status to deserve the appellation. ·Administration of 

such area must be improved aDi illegalities suchas poaching 

ani unauthorised grazing should be el.iminated. The size of 

the park must be adequate, the botmdaries should be well chosen 

and buffer zones shoul..1 be provided against shooting, grazing 

and cultivation. Both sanctuaries ani naticnal parks may be 

formed out of reserved or protected forests and wherever forest 

products extraction is unavoidable, there must be an inner sane-

tuary or Abfurarany;a, where no disturbances should be allowed. 

Central govermnent provides assistance to the State governments 

for sanctuaries as well as for national parks. 

9. Apnual Report or Minis;:z of Wildlife and Environment, Govt of 
Imia, (New Delhi: 1988 , p.1. 
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The Tndi an Board tor ld.l.d lite describes 

describes a protected area as, 'In ~ states there may be are

as where it may be considered expedient,(i) to a!tord special 

protection to wild lite, in order to enable species ot wild li!e 

which are on the verge of extinction to reestablish themselves, 

(ii) to afford protection to wild life attracted to water impoun-

ded in river valley projects and to other irrigation works, 

(iii) to afford protection to wild lite in am around large 

towns and sacred place. ' 10 

Such areas may be constituted as protected 

area by an order of the government who may also fix the degree 

of protection and period of protection (may be temporary or per

ma."lent) • 

Elaborating this definition Gee has clarified 

that protection of wild life does not necessarily impl3 the , 

protection of vermin. Those wild animals and birds etc which 

are injurious to other animals, or to the man in short or long 

term, can be kept ll!Xier the control ar even destroyed altogether 

in extreme case in certain places. 

10. Seshadri, Ba.lakrishna ; op cit., p. 188. 
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A ld.ld li.te reserve is a .forest or an area 

in which wild lite is protected by being so constituted Wlder 

the Indian .forest act or other .forest law~ 

In November 1972 the Indian Wild Life Board 

chose the tiger as the national animal of Imia. A national 

scheme called the 'Project Tiger' was launched to protect the 

tiger popula t.ion. At present there are 16 tiger reserves in 

India., of these 4 are wild lite sanctuaries am 12 are 

national parks.11 

Sri Lanka is also one of the most advanced 

Asian countries in these matters. There are four categories of 

forests. Sanctuaries where restriction is onlJ' on kUling or 

capturing of animals. and birds and which may cover both priva

te an:i government's lands. Strict Natur'!J. Reservel!l are areas 

where everything is left undisturbed as far as possible and 

where public entry is prohibited except for scientific purposes. 

Interdediate Zones are neither sanctuaries nor strict natural 

reserves and which generally adjoin national parks ani natural 
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reserves, were controlled shooting is permitted during certain 

months of the year and which serve as buffer zones. 

Nationa1 Parks which are areas where shooting is prohibited, 

but the public are treel.y encouraged. All these types can be 

modified or altered by goverrmeilt notification. Being a BW.dhist 

comtry there is an empahsis on the protection of animals.
12 

Att.er detlning all types of faunal habitats, 

all appear very confusing, because l.Uliformity in nomenclature 

is so lacking that same area is described with all categories, 

ie, national parks, sanctuaries or reserves. In Imia there 

13 
were 6.3 national parks and .36.3 wildlife sanctuaries in 1987. 

We can say that it is not the nam.e which is important, but the 

protection offered to wild life 'W:i. thin the area is important. 

The categorization and the spirit behim the 

categorization is almost same, may be different terms used in 

some comtries. Itxli.an subcontinent has grown with British 

legacy. The formation of many of national parks and sanctuaries 

12. Stracy,P.D. ; op cit., p.119. 

1.3. Amwal Report of Mini sw. of WiJ.dl 1 fe and Enyiraunent 1 Govt. 21' 
India, (New Delhi: 1988 , p .1 • 



were done by them. Att.er indepemence all South Asian count

ries have different political set up. India is a socialist, 

secular, democratic republic. Democracy has returned after 

eleven years in Pakistan. Bangladesh has a military rule 

Ul¥ier the clad of democracy. Nepal has const.i tutional mcnarchy, 

while lhutan has monarchy. Sri Lanka and Maldives are also 

dEIIlocratic republics. But except for secular India others are 

religion based countries. So the role .of religion and politi

cal set up is important in the regulation, management and 

protecticn of flora and fatma of these countries. Political as 

well as social factors are also important in the prevailing 

conditions of nora and fauna, e.g., the jhuming cultivation 

has swept away many dense forests into barren ero1ed 

plateaus in north east India, while the Afghan refugees/ 

rebels have destructed forests on large sclae on North West 

border provinces of Paldstan. 

In this dissertation I have tried to show these 

facts with special reference to India which outnl.l!lbers other 

countries in national parks, sanctuaries am variety or animals. 

The dissertation is divided into six sections, in which I have 

tried to touch different. issues and facts regarding the 

'Hild animals. 



CHAPTER-I 

GEOGAAPHICAL DIMENSION OF SOUTHASIA 

n this chapter tbe general geography of South 

Asian countries . is being atteupted as it is 

substan~ relevant. in underst~ding the 

spatiality of wild life. It is the geographical 

envirozment which gives exclusivity to certain species being 

confined to a particular geographical niche. In South Asia, 

India has a daninant size and accounts for large area as 

well as population of South Asia. Further, IIXiia is the 

only country in the region which has made serious efforts in 

the conservation of national parks and wild life, although 

other countries of the region have also :taken sane stepl!l in 

this direction. 

'(;./ . .d-

~~~b.. ndia extending between s· 4 I aDi 37 ° 6' N 

latitu:ie ani between 68"7' a.trl CJ(25' East 

longitu:ie with its stretch of 3214 km from north to south 

and 2933 km fran east to west, having an area of 32,87,782 

sq km, India is seventh largest country in the wcr ld • Due 

to 1 ts vastness, India is a land of great phy-sical contrasts. 

The Peninsular Plateau constitues one of the stable and ancient 

land blocks on the earth surface, other 
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northern mountains and great plains on their south represent 

the most recent and unstable zc:mes. The northem mountains 

haw a veey youthf'ul topograptv with sharp · pinnacled peaks and 

ridges and steep sided valleys in contrast to the open senil.e 

rellef or peninsula. Clim.ate varies from me of the coldest 

place (Drass) to sane or the hottest places and regions of heavi

est rainfall (Cherapunj~) to very dry places. Vegetation also 

varies from Alpine coniferous to tropical evergreen dense 

forests to dr.y thorny bushes. 

PHYSiffiRAPBI 

Iniia can be divided into four major physiogra

phical units; the northern mountains, tre great plains, tre 

peninsular plateaus, the coasts and Islarrls. 

1. The Northern Mountains: It can be divided into (a) the 

Himalayas, (b) the Trans-Himalayas an:l, (c) the Purvachal. 

(a) The Himalayas extended in an east west arcuate curve !or 

about 2400 km between the gorges of Indus am Brahmaputra. Their 

width varies fr<D 500 km in Kashmir to 3:>0 km in Arunachal 

Pradesh . covering an area of .tive lakh square loa. 2 They canprise 

2. Ibid, p.1. 
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three almost parallel fold ranges interspersed with deep 

valleys and extensive plateaus. 

The Siwaliks are outermost range of Himal~s, 

caDposed. or mostly tertiary sediments, formed during the mid

Miocene to lower Pliestocene times (the latest phase of Himala

yan Orogeny). These hills form almost a continuous chain, ldth 

a width varying from SOkm in Himachal Pradesh to less than 

15km in Ar\Dlachal Pradesh, with a height between 600 to 1.500 mts. 

There are sane nat bottomed strike valleys, e.g., Dehradtm, 

Udhampur and Kotli. 

The Himachal (lesser Himal.a,yas) lJ'ing to the north 

of Siwalik range, fom an intricate and rugged mountain system, 

60 to 80 Ian wide, 1000 to 4,500 m high ldth several peaks 

rising above 5,000 m. The ranges are canposed. of high~ canpre

ssed and altered rocks of Algonkian to Eocene times.3 

The Himadri (great Himalayas) is the imermost, 

lo:f't.iest, snow capped and most continuous range. It has a grani

tic core fi.anked by metamorphosed sediments \olhich are folded 

asynmetrically-. The average height of the range is 6,100 m where 

many peaks exceed 8,000 m. 
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(b) The Trans ftlmalayas: -

A range branches ott from the Himadri near 

OO~E l.ongitude in Tibet, running north west is called Zanskar 

range. Its average height is 6000 m. Beyond Zanskar range 

lies the gorge of the Indus, about 560 km lcng, 10 km ld.de and 

5 ,2<X> m deep near Bunji where river cuts through the Laddakh 

range. Laddakh range is parallel to the Zanskar with average 

height of 5,800 m high am more than 300 km long.4 North of 

it is Karakoram range. There are ll1alV famous glaciers like 

Hispar and Batura of Hunza valley, Siachen or Nubra valley. 

All these ranges merge into Pamir knot in west. 

(c) The Purvachal: -

The H:l ma.J ayas move southward fran Dihang 

gorge (Bral'mlaputra Valley) fozming a series of hills with a 

north-south treni. They are composed of sedimentary rocks, 

they run as parallel ranges and valleys and are covered with 

dese forests. Their heights vary frail 500 to .3000 m. Their 

names fran north to south are Patkai Bl.m, Naga, Manipur, 

Barail, Kohima , Lushai etc. 

4. Ibid, p.;. 
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2. The Great Plains: Tbe great plains or India are extend-· 

ed east-west between the HimaJ ~as in the north and Peninsular 

plateau in the south. Their width vary tran 500 km in 

Punjab Rajasthan to less than 200 lan in Bihar, covering an 

area or over seven lakh square km. 5 The great plains caapri

se the Punjab Har;rana plain, the Marusthali and Bager areas 

or Rajasthan, the Ganga plains of UP, Bihar ani \'/est Bengal 

and Bt-almaputra valley of Assam.. They merge into Thar desert 

in south west. The Delhi-Ha..1'78Jl& watershed area is about 278 m 

high separates Punjab Haryana plains and the Ganga plains. 

These: aggradational plains formed after Hi:malqan orogel\Y 

w:i. th average depth or 1300 to 1400 m. The nature of detrial 

deposits is uniform fran tre top to the bottom. The Himalayan 

rivers have deposited gravel and unaasorted sediments of 

10 - 15 km wide along the foothills, called bhabar. The 

rivera disappear in this zone and reappear in southern 15 -30 

km wide marslq' tract called terai. Farther south the plaine 

are canposed or old alluvium deposited dur.l.ng the mid..Pliestocene 

ani recent periods called bbary!;er, whereas the newer alluvium 

is called khadaz:. There are· iiTegular limey concentration 

called Kankar, the saline soils are called reh or kallar. 

5. Ibid, p.6. 
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The Punjab Har;yana plains cover an area of 

1 .75 lakh km2. 6 There are many mesopotamian regions called 

'doab', e.g., Upper Bari doab, Bist doab, Malva plain etc. 

The Rajasthan plain includes Marusthali ani 

adjoining Bagar areas to the west of the Aravalli covering 

an area of 1. 75 lakh kJn2. Seifs, barkhans and various types 

of sand dines cover a large part of plain. There are so~ 

salty lake basins. 

The Ganga basin occupies an area of 3.57 tan2. 

Its height in west is 278 m to sea level, so the average height 

is vary gentle which causes regular flood in plain area. This 

plain is subdivided into Upper, Middle and Lower sub parts. 

The Brahmaputra valley is 00 km broad ani 

72/J km long. The general level varies !!-om 130 m in the east 

to .30 m in west w1 th a fall of 12 cm/km 7 so it ia a fioo:l 

prone area. 

6. Ibid, p.7. 

7. Ibid, p.S. 
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3. The Peninsular Plateau: They are ancient. block canposed 

or the Archaean gneisses ani schists ld th eastward tilt. 

The average height of west is 900 to 1,200 m to l:AXJm in 

east. They cover an area of 16 lakh Jan2. 8 

The Aravalli range runs in a northeast to 

southwest direction for 760 km. between Delhi ani Palanpur 

(Gujarat). The range is canposed o! quartzites, gneisses aii:l 

schists of pre-cambrian age. Its height varies from 900 to 

400 m which ends north of Delhi. Gurushikhar is the highest 

peak 9 in Abu Hills. 

The central plateau consists of 1-lalwa plateau, 

B'Ul¥ielkhand region with average height varying between 500 to 

f:/:)0 m. The plateau is very rugged. 

The Vinihyan range is a great eSQlrpment run

ning in east~est direction on the north of Narmada - Son rift. 

It is formed of sandstones. The Satpura range is a lava 

formation extending between Nazmada in north and the Tapti 

Cll the south. The area has a radial' drainage. The Satpura 

range 1 s highest point is near Pachnarhi. The eastern part of 

8. Ibid, p.9. 

9. Ibid~ 
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the range is kno'Wll as Maikala Plateau. Bast of Maikala lies 

the Baghelkharxl plateau which canprises anticlinal hills and 

synclinal valleys carved out of sandstones and limestones in 

west a.M granitic plateau in east. South of BaghelkhaJXl is 

the upper basin of Mahanadi, which is a saucer shaped dep-

ression, knollll'l as Chhatisgarh basin. To the east of Baghel

kham is Chhotanagpur plateau canposed of granite-gniesee. 

Its average height is 600 m. It has a radial drainage. The 

Dam<Xiar river fiows through a rift valley. This plateau is 

very rich in all kinds of minerals. 

The Kathiawar peninsula in Gujarat is canpo

sed of Deccan Lavas while Tertiary rocks daninate in Kutch. 

To the north or Kutch is the great RanJl '1-lhich is a 

subsided surface covered with mud flats an::l salt marshes. 

The Western Ghats extends from south of 

Tapti valley to Kanyakwnari a length of 1 (;{JO km. 10 Upto 

Goa they are canposed of lava, while in south they are 

10. Ibid, p.11. 



granite-gneissic formation. In north their average height 

is 920 m, in south average height. is 1220 m. The Nilgiri 

hills rise over a:>OO m (Dodabetta 2637 m). To the south of 

Palghat gap (24 1an wide) are Annamalai, Palani and Carda.mma 

hill 
11 

s. The Western Ghat presents a very youthf'ul topography 

with steep scarp face to west which was fonned due to 

do\infaulting of a strip on their ,.,est in the Arabian Sea as 

geologists anrJ geographers believe. 

The Deccan plateau is surrounded by Satpura-

l·fahadeo-¥.13ikala range in north, the eastern ghats and the 

Sahyadris on the west. They are tilted towards south east. 

The height vary from ~0 m in the west to 300 m in the east. 

They are formed of horizontal lava sheet in north, ·while in 

south they are formed of .Archaean gneisses. The Eastern 

Ghats are irregular hills, much diBBected ani are covered 

with forests. 

4. The Coasts and Islands : India has a coastline of more 

than 6100 km from the Raun of Kutch to Ganga-Brabnaputra delta. 

11. Ibid. 
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The eastem coast stretches from mouth of 

Subarnrekha to Kanyakumari. It is wide and contains many 

praninent deltas of Ganga, Brabnaputra, Mahanadi, Krishna, 

Godavari and .Kaveri. Chilka and Pulicut lakes are lagoc:n 

formation. 

The we stem coast stretches tram Kutch to 

Kanyakumari. They are narrower than eastem coasts with undu-

lating surface, cliffs, coves and embayments. However, the conti-

nental shelf alalg the western coast is relatively wider than 

east. 

India has 247 islands, of which 'XJ4 lie in the 

bay of Bengal and remaining in Arnbian sea an:i gu)f of Mannar. 

~·t{~~; !;> aldstan has an area of 7~,095 sq lan with a 

~~ ' population of 9.8 crores. It is bordered by ,. 

Afghanistan, Iran, India and China. The country falls into 

four broad nat ural regions. 

1. The Northern arx:l Westem Hills Region comprises north wee-

tem part, with Hindukush ani Snlaiman and Kirther range as 

12. Manorama Year Book, 1988. 



backbone. These mountains are not as high as Wmalqas. There 

are three important plains Peshawar, the Bannu plain am 

Dera I ama.il Khan plain. 

2. The Plateau region canprises an arid plateau 300 to 900 m 

high, aurroumed by a ring of mountains reachmg over 1 ,800 m. 

This plateau is very liable to earthquakes. The climate is conti

nental extreme. 

3. The Punjab plain is a broad alluvial plain forned by the 

Indus and its tributaries. It is most prosperous region due to 

good network of irrigation canal an::l fertile land. The south 

eastern part is part of Thar desert with low rainfall, full of 

sand dunes and scattered scrub vegetation. 

4· The Lower Indus Valle7 is a broad, flat, alluvial plain stret-

ching fran the edge of Kirther range in the west to the Thar 

desert on the east. Delta region is flood prone area but other 

parts are dry and irrigation system provides good agricultural 

products.13 

13. Farro, Charles ; Certificate Physical am H\ID.all GeographY, 
Oxford University Press, 1978, PP• 396- .399. 
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angladesh covers an area of 143,998 lQn2 with a 

population of 9.8 crore.14 It has three broad 

physical divisions: 1 5 

1 • The Eastern am North Eastern regions consists of hills 

and mountains of which Lushai hills stretch as far south as 

Chit tagong. 

2. The Delta region consists of the deltaic lowlands formed 

by the Ganga (known as Padma) aiXi tlle lower Brabnaput.ra (the 

Jamuna) and the Mcghna i'llti.ch bring enormous quantities of 

silt. The delta covers an area of about 48,000 sq km , ore 

of the largest in the world. There are many lakes, swamps and 

marshes. 

3. The coastal region is very lowland and is subjected to 

frequent cyclones and tidal bores. 

ri Lanka is 35 km fran India, separated by 

gulf of ma.nnar and Palk strait. The peysical 

features of country consists of ( 1) a central mass of mountains 

(2) the northern plain, and (J) the broad samy coastal plains. 

14. l-ianorama Year Book, 1<)88. 

15. Farro, Charles ; op cit., p.405. 
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The central mountains are covering about 

10, <XlO sq km. They form a aeries of ridges and valleys • 

.Adam 1 s peak is 2130 m. Nuwara El.iya is a beautiful hill 

station. The longest river Mahaweli Ganga is 330 1an in length, 

other rivers are Kal.u Ganga and Kelani Ganga. They are 

perennial. 

The northern plain covers the whole of north-

ern Sri Lanka. The Jatfna Peninsula is in the extreme north. 

It is a fertile alluvial land with good irrigation facilities. 

The coastal palins are broad with many sam 

banks and interrupted by lagoons. The east coast is more 

rugged.16 

~-Jl.. epal has an· area of 86,400 sq km lies between 

~~~ Tibet am India. It is a hilly country. The 

crest of Great Himalayas form its northern bouniary lilich 

contains scme of world 1 s highest peaks such as Mt. Everest 

(88.28 m), Kanchenjangha. (8578 m). TJ'le southern border runs 

south of Siwaliks through Terai region. The principal rivers 

are the Kosi, Gamak, Rapti and Ka.rnali. The most important 

16. Ibid, P.P• 412-14. 
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region is the valley of Nepal which is only large plain tract. 

'l'he middle Himalaya is knolm as Mahabharat Lokh extended bet

ween Mahakal.i to Koshi, its ridges and steep esparpments are 

17 seen in southern type. 

Bhutan has an area of 4 7,000 sq km with a popu

lation of 1.4 million. It is a mo'lmtaineous state. 

lialdi ves is an archipelago consisting 12 coral 

atolls am about 2000 small islanis. It extends for about 

400 km fran north to south, covering an area of 298 sq km with 

a population of 1. 7 lakh persons. 

CLIMATE 

South Asia is also !mown as monsoon land beca-

use they experience monsoonic type of climate. FollO\dng factors 

affect the climate of the region: -

The tropic of cancer passes through the 

middle part of the region am except for few parts of Pakistan 

and India other regions lie within trq>ical climatic zone. 

So tanperature is high in this region. 

17. Prasad, S. ; Bb!lgol, Bharati Bbavan, Patna, 197 4 • 
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The altitude affects the air pressure and 

temperature of the region. The central mountains of Sri Lanka, 

Nilgiris - Annalll.alai of Peninsula, the Himalayas, Hindukush 

etc have comparatively cooler temperature in summer months. 

On the other hand the Indo-Ganga-Brahmaputra plains, the coastal 

plains ani Sri Lankan plains are very hot in s'l11l1Il.er. 

The distance fran sea also affects the clim

ate. As we go far .fran the sea the temperature becODJ3 extreme 

an:i lacks moisture, ie, the climate becomes continental ldth 

high diurnal and annual range of temperature. As the region 

lies near to sea the climate becomes equable. 

The direction of prevailing winds is a big deter-

mining factor. · In late Sl.illller the southwest monsoonic winds 

blow .fran Imian ocean, they are moisture ladden am bring 

heavy showers. As the distance .from sea increases, rainfall 

decreases. In winter the winds blow .fran continent, so they 

are very cold and dry. Sa:aetimes they bring cyclonic showers. 

The vegetation cover also affects the tempera

ture aiXl moisture. The plants absorb insolation and transpirate 

the moisture, so the weather is equable. But in barren land, 

which absorbs and release the heat rapid~, there is large range 

of diurnal/ annual temperature. 
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The direction or orientation of mountains also 

affect the temperature and rainfall depending on their lee 

am. onward to sunrays am moist air. The nature of soil is 

also important. 

Indian subcontinent has four distinghishable 

weathers: 

1. The hot dry weather is ~erienced between m:1d march to 

mid june. At this time the sun is ver)cal ewer subcontinent and 

the intense heat is experienced in continental interior, i.e, in 

Northwest India and Pakistan. The higher places have sane 

cooler weather. In northern plain area ·the hot wind 'loo' is 

experienced. The coastal areas have not much range of temperature 

as it is found in interior region. 

2. The hot l't'Eit weather is a peculiar type of weather. The moist 

airmass carried by south-west monsoonic win:ls, drived by Tropical 

Easterly Jet streams bring heavy rainfall to the region. The 

duration of this period is from mid June to mid September. 

Eastern, North-eastern, South-western parts of In:iia, southern 

Bhutan, Bangladesh, Nepal's plain and terai regions, Sri Lanka 

and Maldives receive heavy rainfall. The interior part of 

Peninsula, north-west India, Pakistan gets less rain or no 

rainfall at many places. 
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3. Frcm mid September to mid December the retreating monsoon 

wiDis are blowing lobich are dry in north IDiia , but bring 

good amount ot rainfall in Eaetem Tam.U Nadu aDi Eastem Sri 

Lanka. It is a transition period between rainy and cold weath-

ers. 

4. Frcm mid DecEmber to mid March is the per.lod of cold dry 

weather. The peninsular ~gions, especially coastal regions, 

Sri Lanka aDi Maldi vee have weather, but in interior continent, 

i.e., Punjab, Sindh, Rajasthan, Baluchisthan regions including 

all highlands are very cold. 

Maey attempts have been made by various auth

orities to classify the climate .of the subcontinent. Climate is 

such a complex phenomena that no single index can be assigned to 

it. Hol'1ever, despite its ccmplexity precipitation and temperature 

are the basic elements. 

Koppen was the .f'lret climatologist who 

stu:iied the climates of whole world thoroug~ and made clas

sification of the world climates. He has proposed the use of 

biotic factors, because of the nature and type of Tegetation 
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is detemined b.r temperature and rain! all. Koppen 18 divided 

South Asia into following seven climatic regions. 

1. having the warmest 

month between 0° to 10' c. 

2. The North-Eastern tract. {Dfc type), having the cold humid 

winter with shorter sumner. 

3. CWg type of climate is experienced in the plain of Indus 

-Ganga and Brahmaputra river. 

4. B hw or semi arid steppe region lies in the north-west-

em part of subcontinent where rainfall is between 10 to a> m.m 

annua.lly. 

5. Aw or tropical Savana type of climate is experienced in 

whole of Gujarat, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Andhra 

Pradesh am sane parts of Eastern Karnataka. These areas 

experience intense heat in summer. 

6. Amw - The rainfall in this tract of V.lalabar coast, Sri 

Lanka and Maldives is about 300 em or mgre 

7. As or region of winter rainfall. They are south-eastern 

coast of India and eastern Sri Lanka. where rainfall is due to 

depressions and retreating monsoon. 

18. Negl.,B.S & Dubey,R.N ; Econardc Geograph.y of India,{Allaha
bad, Kitab Mahal, 1975 ), pp~ 52-53. 
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Kendrews classified Itxiian subcontinent into 

eight regions based upon seasonal changes of rainfall am 

temperature: -

1. Ver,y heavy rainfall r~ion covering half of Bangladesh, 

whole of north eastern States and Kerala. 

2. West Bangladesh, West Bengal am Orissa have more rain 

than rest of India. The rainfall decreases with increasing dis-

tance from the Bay of Bengal. 

J. Upper am Middle Ganga plain having mean january tempera

ture 13"- 18oc and very hot ani dry in early SU!llller. 

4. Arid loll land, rd.th a mean annual rainfall less than 25 em 

includes west Rajasthan, south west of Haryana and eastern part 

of Pakistan. 

5. Central ani Southern parts of Peninsula . having 18"C to 

24° C temperature in January, hot sumner and moderate rainfall 

(between 50 to 76 em) in sumner. 

6. Hot. hunid Western Ghat. 

7. The winter rainfall region of Eastern Ghats, east Tamil 

Nadu am Sri Lanka. The dailJ' range is samll. 

19. Ibid, PP• 53-55. 
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8. H:im.al.aTcm region having very cold winter atxl moderate 

summer. The region extends along Himalayas and en:braces Kash

mir, Himachal Pradesh, Nepal, Blutan and Arucachal Pradesh. 

CLIMAXIC REGIONS 

Ammgst all the climatic classifications attemp

ted so far, the scheme put forward by Trewartba, which is a modi

fied form of Koppen's classification, is found to apply to India 

more satisfactorily as it closely corresponds with the vegetative, 

agricultural, soils and geographical divisions of the country. 

The broad outlines of the various types of cUma.tes founi in 

the country discussed here, therefore, are based on Trewartha 's 

Scheme. 

Tropical Rain Forest (Am) - This type of climate is. found 

on the Heat Coastal Plain and Sahyadris and in parts of 

Bangladesh and Assam. The temperatures are high, not falling 

below 18.2'C even during winter and rising to 29oC in April and 

May, the hottest months. Because of heavy rainfall and squally 

winds, the period of south-west monsoon is quite cool. The average 

annual rainfall exceeds 200 em. Dense forests am plantation 

agriculture 'With crops like tea,coffee and spices are the 

characteristic vegetation in the area. 

Tropical Savanna (Aw) - Host of the Peninsula, except the semi

arid zone in the leeside of the Sal:Gradris, experiences this 
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type of climate. A long dry weather lasting through winter and 

early Sllnmer am. high tempe ature reJM1ning above 18.2°C even 

during the winter season and rising as high as 32 oc in 8l.liiUDer 

are the chief characteristics of this climate. Tamil. Nadu and 

East Sri Lanka experiences a more equable temperature regime · 

than the areas farther north. The State also receives more 

rainfall during winter season in October-December months. It is, 

therefore, som~times put \lllder a subtype of the Aw called 

Tamil Nadu Aw. 

The annual rainfall in the area varies fran 

76 em in the west to 152 em in the east, wheras most of it is 

ceceived during the south-west monsoon season in the north~ over 

half cw.es during October-December period in Tamil Nadu. The 

natural vegetation all over the area is savanna. A variety of 

crops with or without irrigation are raised in the area. 

Tropical Semi-arid steppe Climate (BS) - The rain ahadcn-1 belt, 

running southward from central Maharaahtra to Tamil Nadu, in 

the leeside of the Sahyadr.l.s and Cardamca Hills caoo under 

this type of climate of lQI ani uncertain. rainfall varying from 

38.1 to ?6.2 em and high temperatures va17ing from aJo to 2J.8"C 

for December and 32 .s·c far liq which are the coldest and hottest 

months respectivelJ'" in the year. As the rainfall amount is not 

only lat1 but it is also very erratic !ailing to reach the 
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average in many years, crop failures and droughts are a cODIIIOn 

feature in the area. Agriculturally, tm climate is suitable 

~ for dry farming and 1i vestock rearing. 

Tropical and Sub-Tropical Steppe (BSb) - This type of cl.lmate 

occurs over a broad crescent fran parts of Pakistan, Punjab to 

Kutch between the Thar Desert to its west and the more humid 

climates of the Ganga Plain ani the PeninsulA to its east am 

south respective~. The climate is, therefore, transitional 

between these two areas. The annual rainfall varies from .30.5 

to 63.5 em and the temperature varies fran 12"C for January 

to 35° C in June, these being the coldest and hottest months respe

ctively of the year. The maximun temperature has risen up to 

49aC. 

The annual rainfall is not on~ low (.30~65 em) 

but it is also high]Jr erratic, the monsoons .failing in several 

years. Droughts and scarcity conditions have, therefore, been a 

camnm feature of this area. Even in the years of good raine, 

only dry farming crops like jowar and bajra are grown. 

Cattle and sheep rearing is also important. 

Tropical Desert (BWh) - The Sindh, Punjab and other parts of 

Pald.stan, the westem parts of Barmer, Jaisalmer and Bikaner 

districts of Rajasthan and a good part of Kutch .form the sandy 
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wastes or the Thar which experiences a typical desert climate. 

The rainfall is scanty with an annual average of 30.5 em but 

sane parts receiving as low as 12.7 em. Further, it is also very 

erratic being too low in most years and being too much above 

the average in some years. Whenever it rains, it is in the form 

of cloud-bursts, taking place mostly in July-september when 

the south-west monsoon may penetrate the region. 

During the summer season, days are very bot 

and uncan!ortable; there are sandstonns in the afternoons and 

hot am dry winds blow practically throughout the day from 

10 am onwards. l'l&Y and June are the hottest months with 

average temperatures above J4.5DC. Temperatures below free i.ng 

point have been recorded several times at the time of cold 

waves. The annual range of temperature is over 20°C. 

The Thar Desert has a very scanty aM stunt

ed vegetation confined to few scattered pockets or dry river 

beds. Dry !arming is practised in the area but successful 

crops are raised only in few years. Sheep raising is com-

mon. 

Humid Sub-tropical with Dry Winter(CWa) - A large area to 

the south o! the Himalayas, east of the tropical and sub-tropical 

steppe an:l north of the tropical savanna running in a long belt 
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!t-om Punjab to Assam with a south-westward extension into Raja

sthan east of the Aravalli Range, has ·this type of climate. 

'lbe armua.l rainfall in the area varies !t-an 63.5 em to 

more than 254 em, most of it received during the south-west 

monsoon season. The amount increases towards east and north 

where too atmosphere also remains more hun.id throughout the 

year. Winters are dry except for a little rain received 

!t-an the westerly depressions, more amount of which is received 

in the western part. 

Winters are mildly to severely cold and sWill

ers extremely hot in the western part but quite mild in the 

east. The eastern area has, therefore, a more equable climate. 

As a result of differences in rainfall and temperatures, the two 

areas often have a great difference in soil types, crops etc. 

Mountain Climate (H) The Himalayan and Karakoram ranges, 

some of l'lhich rise to more than 6,000 m above mean sea-level 

and remain snow covered throughout the year, experience this 

type· of climate with sharp contrasts between the temperatures 

of the sunny and shady slopes, high diurnal range of temperature 

ani high variability of rainfall. Differences in altitude am 

slope result in these contrasts. 

The trans-Himalayan region, Ladakh, where the 

south-west monsoon fails to reach, has a dry and cold climate 
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and a sparse and stunted vegetation. Leh, situated at 3,522 m 

height in the Imus Valley, has a mean temperature of -7 .4:c 

tor January, the lowest record for the month is -28.3•c. Its 

mean temperature tor J~, the warmest month, is 17 .2· C. The 

station gets a rainfall or only 8.1 em. 1-Iany streams even in 

sunmer now for only a few hours a day when the ice m.etla. 

In the Himalayas where the southern slopes are 

protected fran cold northerly winds and accessible to the 

south--t-1est monsoon, the climate is slightly · better. Heavier 

rainfall is received on the slopes with a good exposure to 

the south and at a height of 1,067 - 2,286 m above sea level. 

Sheltered valle,ys and higher slopes receive less rainfall. 

The amount of rainfall also increases towards 

east, Srinagar receives 66 em, Simla 155 em, Musaoorie 222.5 

em and Darjeeling 321 em. Lower slopes of the Himachal ranges 

and t..lte Siwaliks are covered with dense forests, particular}Jr in 

the east. 

FLORA OF SOtJrH ASIA 

B. Cressey, a famous geographer has rightly said, 

'Natural vegetation is the single sunmery of 

pcysical environment of any place, because it reflects the tEmper-

at ure, rainfall, hum:idi ty, height and soil or that place. 1 The 
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plant growth of any place depends on the temperature, precipi

tation, hunidity etc factors. 

As far the South Asia is concerned, there is 

great diversity in terms of tEmperature, rainfall, hlJDi.dity, 

soil, height an:!. topograpl'\Y etc physical factors. All these 

physical characteristics are renected on the type, intensity 

and distribution of natural vegetatiCI'l. In Mal.di vee, almost 

aJJ. Sri Lanka, Western Ghats and north eastern Wia have 

thick forest of evergreen type or trees. These dense forests 

have ma.ny kinds of hard--tall trees. But as we go westward in 

In:lia the forests are daninated wi. th decidaous trees which 

gradual~ changes into Acasias like thorny trees am thorny 

scrubs. In Himalayas the Terai zone has marshy and dense ever

green forest, but as the height increase the type an:l variety 

of trees changes fran broad leaved trees to coniferous tress 

to grasslands upto permanent iceline. There is lack of vegeta

tion in rainahadow area. After this brief introduction se1100 

schemes of nora! regional 1 sation are presented here. 

Hodc er in 'The Imperial Gazetteer of India' 

( 1907) divided Ind:ian subcontinent into nine botanical regions, 

using the number of species of ten largest families in each 

region as the most important criterion for his classification. 
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These regions are: -

1. The Eastern Him.alayas .from Si.kldm to Mishmi hills in 

UpPer Assam, 

2. The Western Himalayas (.fran Kumaon to Cbitral), 

J. The Indus Plain incluling the Punjab, Sindh, Rajastan, 

west of Aravalli ani Yamuna, Kutch and Northern Gujara t, 

4. The Ganga Plain from Aravalli hills am Yamuna to Bengal 

(Bangladesh), the Sunderbans, plain ::>f Assam and plains of 

Orissa (Mahanadi basin), 

5. Malabar, the humid belt of hilly tract along the Western Ghat 

including south Gujarat, Konkan and Maldives and Laccadives is-

lands, 

6. The Deccan, the comparatively dry elevated tablelam of 

the Peninsula, east of \'/estern Ghat, south of Great Plains, 

7. Ceylcn (Sri Lanka) and Maldives, 

8. Burma, 

9. MaJ.aya Peninsula. 20 

Hool<er was not sure about where to place 

Andman and Nicobar islands. However, the delimitation of 

sharp botanical boundaries in these different political states 

a>. Maheshwari, p, Dr. Sengupta, J .c, Dr. Venktesh, C.S J 
!'rom The Gazetteer of IMi.a, Vol. I, Publication Divisim, Ministr,y 
of Information am Broadcasting, New Delhi, 1965. 
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is very difficult due to Jll8Ily coincidences, overlaps and tran-

sitions. 

Calder (1937) recognised only six main botani

cal divisions of Imian subcontinent~1 

1 • The North West Himalayas, 

2. The Eastern Hima.layas, 

3. The Indus Plain, 

4. The Ganga Plain, 

5. The Deccan, 

6. The Malabar. 

Chatterjee (1937) di"rlded India into eight 

regions excluding Nepal and Pakistan.22 

1. Deccan, 2. Malabar, 3. Indus Plain, 4. Ganga Plain, 

5. Assam, 6. Eastern Himalayas, 7. \iestem Himalayas, 8 • .Ania

man and Nicobar islands. 

The most acceptable schema is presented by the 

Gazetteer of India (1965) in which India is divided into eight 

botanical regions. Since there is no sharp demarcation, so we 

can app:q it into adjacent areas also. The regicns are 

21. Ibid, P• 215. 

22. Ibid, p. 215. 
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23 
described brief~ as follows: 

1 • · The Deccan region: It canprises the entire comparatively 

dry, elevated tablelazxi of the Peninsula, east of Malabar and 

south of Indo-Ganga plain. The hills of the Vinieya am Eastem 

Ghats fall in this region. The Coromandal Coast (Orissa) may be 

considered as a sub region which receives more precipitation 

than the rest of region. Over the greater part of the Deccan 

region, the rainfall is less than 100 em and this amom1t is ex-

ceeded only in certain elevated parts which intercept the 

monsoon currents. Various kinds of plants including palms, 

casuarina, broad leaf trees and thorny accassia are found here. 

The density of plants varies fran dense forests to grasslands. 

2. Malabar region: It ccmprises the excessively huni.d belt of 

mountain colmtry running parallel to the west coast of the 

Peninsula. It is mostly a hilly country ani except in the 

north, the mountains often rise abruptly from the nat coasts 

of Arabian Sea. Its abrupt western face is clothed with 

luxuriant evergreen forest merging towards the drier north into 

tb3 elements of Deccan and the Indus plain floras. The eastern 

facing slopes gradually merges into Deccan plateau, but there 

23. Ibid, pp. 216-19. 



are ~ spurs and valleys ext.emed far into Deccan plateau 

. with Malabar nora. 

The plants inclme evergreen hardwoOded, broad 

leaved trees, palms, betelnut, coconut, pal.JeyTa, pepper, cottee, 

tea, rubber, cashewnut etc. 

J. The Indus Plain regi<n canprises the plains of Punjab, 

Rajasthan, Sindhu, west. of Aravalli am Yamlma, Kutch and northern 

Gujarat and whole plain in Pakistan. It receives less than 

75 em of precipitation and gradually bec~s dry (less than 

12 em per year). The main plants include palms, accassi.as, 

cactus and various types of thorey bushes. The region is poor 

in endemic flora. 

4. The Ganga Plain stretches from Yamtma and Aravalli to 

Bengal {ani Bangladesh) inclWi.ng the Sun:ierbans and the l<n1 

country of Orissa, north of Mahanadi river. The bulk of this 

tract has been under cultivation !rom very early times. The 

forests, wherever they exists, are or widely different types. 

This region can be subdivided into Upper, Middle, Lower am 

Delta regions on the basis of rainfall, mere the variety of 

vegetation also changes according to rainfall. 
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5. Assam region canprises Bralmaputra and Swma valleys to

gether with the intervening hill ranges - the Garo, Khasi, 

Jaintia, ~wgong, Naga, Patkai, Manipur and Luebai hills. The 

rainfall is vecy high (above 200 em with e.xtemely high in Cherapu

njee area). The vegetatton is luxuriant where they are not 

unier tea or agricultural cropes, are clothed with expanses of 

tall Savanah grass or with dense evergreen or semi evergreen 

types of forest. 

The hill forests of Assam regions approximate 

in" types to those of the Eastern Hi maJ ayan region except that 

there is no Alpine zone. These hill forests can be subdivided as 

evergreen broadleaved and pine fo1~sts and bamboo forests. 

Shif'ting cultivation (jhum.) has destroyed much of the natm-al 

forest growth of these hills and converted into barren waste

land and grassland. 

6. Eastern Himalayan Zone extends fran east of Sik.ldm to 

Itlutan and Armachal Pradesh. This is the most of hllllid portion 

of Himalayan range. They are relatively lower, warmer, more 

hunid and have higher snow ani alpine 

line. It has been estimated that there are about 4,000 species 

of flowering plants found in this region of which 20 are 

palms. The main plants are laurel, mapelea, alder, birch, ccni

fera etc. The confifers occur above 2:142 m am alpine zone from 



3657 m to 41376 m. 

7. Westem Himal.ayan Zone: They are colder, drier, higher 

than eastem. The rainfall varies from 100 - 200 em. The Inner 

Hiaal.ayas are dey. The sul:lllontane zone upto 1524 m contain 

an almost continuous belt of Sal forest with breakage of 

Savanah grasses. The termperate zone e.xter.ding fran 1524 m 

to 3657 m contains extensive forests of conifer and broad 

leaved temperate trees; Deodar, Bluepine, Spruce, Silver fir, 

Cypress, Popler, Elm, Alder, Birch, Cornua etc. The Alpine 

zone extends fran the upper limits of the temperate zone to 

about 4572 m or sanetimes higher. The main trees are Silver 

fir, Silver birch, Juniper etc. 

8. Andam.an ani Nicobar Islands are regions of heavy rainfall 

and high temperature. The islands are lush green. The trees 

are evergreen, semi evergreen and some of deciduous varieties.· 

The:re is dominance of mangrove trees. 

Broadly, we can say that the phyDical, climate 

and fioral characteristics of India 

DI8Jly different ld.nds of habitats are 

vary enonnously. am 

found here. 

The different regions have some certain 

specialized fauna, because the animals in particular environ

ment have developed special adoptions. Thus we have cave 
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taama, desert - torential stream -mangrove swamp - estuarine -

backwaters - pon:ls - lake - littoral or beach - hot springs and 

relict fauna. AJJ Roonwal (1959) bas pointed out, 1The fauna 

of India extemely varies. It canprises all the major groups or 

the an:iJilal kingdom. Near]Jr 76,CXXJ species of arW:nals have been 

listed here and they tom 8.2% of known world species'. 
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(Table: 1 state-Wise Details Of Area Under Forest Cover 
(1981-83) As Asate88ed By Forest Survey Of India. 

Name Of state/UT 

1 • Andhra Pradesh 

2. Arunachal Pradesh 

3.Assam 

4.Bihar 

5.Goa (Including Daman& 
Diu'-. I 

6.Gujarat 

7.Haryana 

S.Himachal Pradesh 

9.J amn~ Kasllnir 

10.Karnataka 

11.Kerala 

12~~ya Pradesh 

13.Maharashtra 

14.1-1anipur 

15.ltleghalaya 

16.¥.izoram 

17 .Nagaland 

18.0ri.ssa 

Geographical 
area(lan2) 

276020 

83500 

78580 

173800 

3810 

195980 

41+220 

55670 

222240 

191770 

38870 

442840 

307760 

22360 

224'X) 

21090 

16530 

155780 

Forest 
Cover 

(Km2) 

50194 

60500 

26386 

28748 

1285 

13570 

644 

12382 

20800 

32264 

10402 

1Z7749 

47416 

17679 

16511 

19092 

14351 

53163 

. Percentage Area 
Under Forest 
Cover to 
Geographical 
Area 

10.13 

72.30 

33.57 

16.53 

33.72 

6.92 

1.46 

23.14 

9.39 

16.82 

26.76 

28.85 

16.41 

79.06 

73.41 

90.52 

34.13 



(Table: 1) 
(Continued fran previous page) 

Name Of state/UT Geographical Forest 
area(km2) cover 

(lan2) 

19. Punjab 50.360 760 

20. Rajasthan 312210 12478 

21 • Sikk:i.m 7300 2839 

22. Tamil Nadu 130070 18380 

23. Tripura 10480 5743 

24. Cttar Pradesh 294411 31443 

25. West Bengal 878;i:J 8811 

26. A & N Islands 8290 7603 

27. Cha.rrligarh 114 2 

28.Dadra & Nagar Haveli 4'1:> 237 

29. Delhi 1490 15 

30. Lakshadweep 30 

. 31. Pondichery 492 18 

Total 32,87' 7'T/ 642041 

Percentage of geographical area 

-Percentage Area 
Under Forest 
Cover to 
Geographical 
Area 

1.50 

3.64 

38.e9 

14.13 

54.79 

10.67 

10.03 

91.71 

1.75 

40.36 

1.01 

1.62 

19.52 % 
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Table: 2 Statement Showing State/Ul'-rlise Forest Area 1984-85 

s. States/Uta Geographical Forest % or forest area 
No. area area to geographical 

( 000 ha.) ( '000 ha.) area 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 • Andhra Pradesh 27507 6377.1 23.18 

2. Assam 7844 3070.8 39.15 

3. Arunachal Pradesh 8374 5154.0 . 61.54 

4. Bihar 17388 2922.3 16.81 

5. Goa, Daman & Diu 381 125.0 32.81 

6. Gujarat 19602 1881.9 10.42 

?. Haryana 4421 168.5 3.81 

8. Himachal Pradesh 5567 2132.5 30.30 

9. Jammu & Kashmir 22224 2089.2 9.40 

10. ¥-arnataka 19179 3864.4 20.15 

11. Kerala 3886 1122.2 28.88 

12. liadhya Pradesh 44345 15541·4 35.05 

13. Maharashtra 3CJ769 6405.5 20.82 

14. Manipur 2233 1515.4 ff?.86 

1 5. Heghalaya 2243 851.4 37.96 

16. Hizoram 2108 1593.5 75.59 

17 • Nagaland 1658 2 89.9 17.48 

18. Orissa 15571 5955.6 38.25 
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Tabe: 2 
(Continued tran Previous page) 

19. Punjab 5036 280.3 5.57 

20. Rajasthan 34224 3129.0 9.14 

21.Sikkim 710 265.0 37.32 

22.Tamil Nadu 13006 2.231 .6 17.16 

23. Tripura 1049 
' 
630.9 60.14 

24. Uttar Pradesh 29441 5121 .3 17.40 

25. West Bengal 8875 1187.9 13-38 

Union Territories 
26. A & N Islands 825 714.4 86.59 

Z7. Chandigarh 11 

28. Dadra & Nagar Ha veli 49 20.3 41.43 

29. Delhi 148 

30. Lakshadweep 3 

31 • Pondichery 49 

Total 328726 74641.2 22.71 
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CHAPTER. U 

HisToRIC/\L PERSPECTIVE oN WILD LIFE 

eologicall.y India (the Peninsula) is one of the 

most ancient blocks of the world. It has evidence 

or advents of all kinds of nora and fauna. The 

Himal qas an:i Plains also have evidences of 

origin, development (and extinction also) of various kinds of plants 

and animal life. In tlrl.s chapter t~ historicity of animal kingdom 

is described. The nora of ancient life are also relevant to know, 

before knowing the historicity of animal life. 

FLORA CF ANCIFNI' PERIODS 

eninsular India is one of the moat ancient 

shield of world. Elccept for few small places 

like Talcher, the landmass al~s enjoyed warm climate, even 

during the glacial period of Plieetocene epoch. So the wam 

humid climate provided sufficient opportunity !or growth of a 

variety of vegetation. The rift valleys of Godavari-Yerdha, Damodar 

and Scm rivers show the luxuriant veget.ati ve growth during Permo

Carboniferous period, which were transfonned. into thick layers of 

coal in these valleys. 
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IncU an subcontinent has been one of the important 

cradle of river vall.ey civilization. The ancient Indus Valley 

Civilization and later on Ganga and other river valleys also 

paved path of Indian ci vili.zation. All types of world's races -

Negritoes, Australoids, Mediterraneans, Caucasoids, Nordics and 

Kongaloids all have lived here. In Indus valley civilizatim 

many tablets and other evidences show that rice, wheat, barley, 

cotton, sugarcane etc were well known and cultivated there. 

1-ia.cy plants yielding food, wood' and fibres were known to the 

ancient Hindus. Several others 1o1ere recognised due to their 

real or imaginary properties in the treatment of the diseases of 

man. Even today, amongst the primitive people the tribal ojhas 

are better acquainecl with wild plants of the neighbourhood. 

Early Hindu scriptures like Vedas, particularly 

Ayurvedas, Charak Samhita, Sushrut Samhita, Aranya Purana etc deal 

with the plants mainly in relation to their use in medicine, 

agriculture and horticulture. }lany vai~as, doctors and physi

cians are still known in history, e.g., Bhiksu Atreya, his 

disciple Ji vak (peysician of Bimldsar of Magadha), Dhanwantri, 

Nagarjuna etc. 

The science of .Arboriculture, Horticulture ani 

Silviculture were highly developed in Ancient India. Methods of 

plant propagation by seed, cutting, layering, grafting and budding 
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were prevalent and are mentioned in Vedas~ Arthsastra and 

Brihat Samhita. 

Since the population was less and land was 

prosperous, so famines were few. People were growing adequate 

quantities of wheat, barley~ rice~ sugarcane~ legtmes like pea;' 

gram, mung, masur and fruits like mango, jack, date~ banana, 

apple~ water-melon, orange etc. Among spices ginger, black pep.. 

per, cardamom, tamarind, onion, garlic etc were well known with 

their properties. India was far ahead in clothing and even Indian 

clothes have been found on the mumy of Egyptian pyramid. It 

clearly shows that people were >iell known of cotton, sunhemp, 

semal etc. For colouring and beautification Mehanti, Camphor, 

Sandlewo<Xi, various flowers and plants etc were used • 

The historic evidences show that due to extreroo 

exploitation of Indus valley, the region ruined into deserts. 

Many places, for example Delhi, for example Delhi 'Wa5 densely 

forested during Mughals 'Who were hunting lion and tiger etc, 

which appears unbelievable today. The names of many places 

denotes forests, e.g., Arrah in Bihar was Aranya (forest), 

Champaran was Champa-aranya (Champa forest), Saran was Sarang 

~· But ironically there is no forest at all in these places. 

However, upto Mughal period the forests were almost in status quo, 
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but the Britiehers, who introduced various modes of transportation 

like railways, roadways, who de-veloped many urban places and 

'Who began plantation agriculture especiall.y tea and coffe in 

Assam, Darjeeling ani Nilgiris, Apple and fruits plantation in 

UP and Himachal Pradesh_.. Himalayas ruined forests on large scale 

and many forest clad landscapes became naked today. 

FAUNA CF PASr 

Prehistoric Period : -

ince a large part of India is geologically old an:l 

the advent of flora took place in early times, so 

it is also but natural that the primitive biotic creatures like 

amphibolite a, fishes etc born in this land - watennass. Geologi-

cally the peninsular landmass was almost stable and the sea 

transgression was restricted to few parts. On the other hand the 

pre sent plains and parts of Himalayas were shallow seas, and 

a region of sed.:imentation, so the animal ki.ngdan flourished in 

relative areas according to envirorment, ani their development was 

also almost un:iisputed.. 

The remains of many extinct creatures have 

been discovered in the upper layers of Siwalik range ani in 

other parts of the country, prove that there was a worxierful 

wealth of animal life during the tertiary period. Mastadona ani 
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the great herds or elephants or many species were wamering 

ill swamps and reedy forests of this region. Various kinds of 

Hippopotamous, Rhinoceros, four homed reminant or Si vatheri\111 

were also livillg with them. There were troops of giraffes, large 

and PYF!JilY horses, camels, herds of wild oxen, buffaloes, bison 

deer, many kinds of antelopes, wild pig and pig like creatures. 

Further the fossil beds reveal the existence of Chimpanzees, 

Orang-Utans, Baboons - Langurs and Macaques. The beasts of prey 

:included a type of Cheetah, Sabre toothed tigers and various 

large and small felines, wolves, jackals, foxes, civets, martens, 

ratels ani others. The bears were represented by a species simi-

lar to our sloth beer. The rodents were of various genera 

including bamboo rats, mole rats, porcupines am hares.2 

Thus the fact emerges that there was a wonderful 

variety of species in remote past. Though our records are inco-

mplete, yet it is told by the paleantologists that there were 

eleven species of elephants and mastadons ll ved in various 

epochs in the Siwaliks as compared to single form we have now. 

There were six different species of rhinoceros and several represe-

ntatives of wild boar, sane of gigantic dimensions. the beasts of 

prey were also more numerous than those now living in that region. 

2. Prater, S.H ; The Book of Indian · An:Jmals, (Banbay: Banbay Natu
ral Histor.y Society,1971), pp.1J-14. 
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However, the phenanena of extinction is not mly" the case with 

India, but of all parts of the world am countries. 

Prior to pliestocene period, as geologists 

believe that the northern countries and continents enjoyed 

alaost warm or tropical climate, but due to a change in climate 

ani other causes, all those forms of life which were tmable to 

adapt themselves to changing conditions perished or migrated 

southwards. 

Dm-ing pliestocene period the climate of Europe 

turned cooler into ice age which brought Arctic climate in 

northern countries. It also produced glacial conditiona in Hima

layan region. Perhaps peninsula was not affected much, so the 

cold climatic conditions canpelled the an:iJnals to adapt themselves 

to changing conditions to migrate or to perish. Some were able 

to react to the new comitions, many were externrl.nated, while 

others migrated southwards to colonize wanner tropical countri-

es. Thus this explains the disappearance of nunerous fonns of 

ammal s of the northern hEmisphere and the Himalayas. It also 

explains survival of their descendents in Iniia ani Africa. 

Thus, the w.Ud life of India is derived not 

only from the Indigenous species,- but also from the descendents 

of ancestors that migrated into India from other places. Thus, 
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the present stock of anima] s in Indian subcontinent is compo-

sed of an admixture of IDiian, South-East Asian, Ethiopean-Arrican 

and European elements. 

Wild Life : Fran. Past to Present 

edas which are cons:idered as the most ancient 

scriptures of world, reflect the socie>-ecancmic, as 

well as an:imal. life of that period. There are about 30 different 

mammals mentioned in Vedas. Other religious books like 

Aranya Puranas, Samhitas, Bralmanas etc described about various 

animals related to gods-goddesses. Kautilya 1 s 'Arth Shastra' 

refers to the '.Abhyararrya' or forest sanctuaries where animals 

could roam about without fear. 

The oldest record we have, is .the Fifth pillar 

edict of Great Ashoka by which game arxl .fishery laws were 

introduced in Northern India in third century B.C. In this 

inscription the anperor had carved on enduring stone a list of 

birds, beasts, fishes an:l possibly even insect which were to be 

strictly preserved. The preserved mamnals were bats, monkeys, 

rhinoceros, porcupines, tree squirrels, ba.rasingha stags, brabiminy 

bulls an:l all four footed animals which were not utilized or 

eaten. The edict further ordains that forest were not to be 
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burned1 either for mischief or to destroy living creature.3 

Later on the Hindu ani Buddhist rulers kept on 

the policy of non-violence· and kindness to living creatures at 

varying level. Their love for nature and wild beasts can be seen 

in the great· frescoes ani murals of Ajanta-Ellora caves1 where 

the elephants, horses, ducks am other animals have been depict

ed, as well as Lotus, many kinds of flowers, plants and creepers 

have been used for decorating the caves. Upto Harshawardhan 

(606 A.D), who was very kind person, the wild life and nature 

-were treated ki.ndly. 

But after Harshawardhan, the Rajput rulers came 

into power, who were famous for their valour. Then the game 

became an important recreation of that 

hunting did not influenced much the 

life in Rajput period. 

time. However, their 

enormous quantity of wild 

Turko-Afghan period was a period of unstability, 

so there is no clear evidence regarding forest and wild life. 

HolJever, we get one reference about Shershah, who earned this 

3. The Edicts of Ashcita in Front of National Muse'UI!b New Delhi • 
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name !ran 1Farid 1 due to killing of a tiger. 

Later on the Moghul emperors, who were also 

gocxi sportsmen, displayed great interest in anima] life of the 

country. Their writings, biographies are full of descriptions, 

sane in detains of the animals, plants ani nowers of the 

4 
country over which they ruled. 

Abul Fazl in Ain-i-Akbari has thrown light on 

hunting of animals. He had linked hunting as a means of knowled-

ge, as he described, 'Superficially, warldly observers see in 

kil11ng an animal a sort of pleasure • • • • But deep inquirers 

see in hunting a means of acquisition of knowledge. This is the 

case with His Majesty!" He always makes hunting a means of increa-

sing his knowledge, and besides, uses hunting parties as occa-

sion to inquire, without having first given notice of his caning, 

into the conditions of the people and the anny1 • For tiger hW'lting 

a large cage of iron rods was made and was put in places where 

tigers were frequent. The door was lert. open in such mamer that 

a slightest shaking could close it. W1 thin the cage they put 

a goat. As soon as the tiger was entering he was caught. The 

4. Prater,s.H ; op cit., PP• xvi - xvii. 
* (Akbar) 
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poisoned arrow wa.s also used. Many other methods were also 

described in this book. Elephants were being catched by 

1Kheda or Chor Kheda• method, or was caught in deep ditches. 

Leopards were trained for hunting and about two hUIJired keep

ers were in charge of leopards. Abul Fazl has also thrown light · 

on the hunting of deer, buffalo and JllallY birds. 5 

While Babar, H\Jilay\m, Akbar arxi Aurangzeb have 

show their love in nature in their writings, Jehangir was a 

hom naturalist. He himself got built many parks in his kingdom 

including famous Shalimar-Nishat in Kashmir. It is said of him 

that had be been the head of a great National History Huseun 

instead of being the emporor of India, he would have been a 

better 8lld happier man. His profuse and engrossing memoirs are a 

real natural ·history of the animal life of India. 

The Bri tishers brought about great changes in 

the status of wild life. The population began to increase. Econo-

mic exploitation of land, forest an:i water began to increase. The 

population pressure demanded more land. The frontiers of wild 

life began to recede rapidly. The animals and birds were plenty 

in India during the Moghul period arrl in early da,vs of British 

5. AJ 1 ami , Abu-L-F azl ( Trans • by H.Plochma.nn) ; Ain-i -Akbari, 
(Delhi: Aadiesh Book Dept, 1871), pp.292-297. 
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rule in India. After the advent of Britishers the decline in 

maber of wild life started. This rate increased rapidly from 

about the middle of the 19th century with the increase in the 

number of sporting weapons and lare bore rifles in 1840, and the 

express rifle in 1860. The early British anny officers, tea · 

planters and civil aervants were, in many cases, heavy despoilers 

of game. The records prove it. Eighty lions were shot by one 

cavalry officer in Kathiawar in those days, today there is no 

lion in that region. Fourteen lima were once shot in the Gir 

forest in one day. In Central India and Hyderabad two hunired 

and twentyseven tiger were killed by a British sportsman upto 

1903 and one hundred forty seven by another in the Central 

Provinces during his service life. In the Oriental Sportirg 

Magazine of 1 976 it is recoroed that a sportsman in the Bengal 

Doars fired about one hundred shots at rhinoceros in one day, 

killing five am wounding more than twentyfive. F .B.Simson, 

author of •Sport in East Bengal' shot five to six hWldred tigers 

in twentyone years in India, towards the end of last century. 

This infection of brutality also spread to 

then ruling princes. Maharaja Nripendra Narayan of Cooch Bihar 

shot down more than 370 tigers, 208 rhinoceroses, 43/J buffaloes, 

324 barasingha deer aD:l _:~~~aey other ani mal s between 1871 aD:l 

1 CJ;:/7. The Maharaja of Rewa shot 616 tigers dtn"ing his life-
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time while Maharaja of Surguja holds tbe record with 1116 

tigers. 

The destruction was not confined to maDIIlals and 

to tigers in particular but other creatures also. In Kasbnir, 

one sportsman accounted for 58,613 wild .fowl between 1907 to 

1917. In 1938 Shoot at the Keoladeo Ghana Sanctuary at Bharatpur 

for then Viceroy Lord Li..nlithgow, 4273 ducks and geese were 

killed, the. viceroy himself tired 1 <XX> shots. 6 

The Asiatic Lion (Panthera leo) is seen only in 

the Gir forest in Saurashtra, Gujarat. In olden times the Asiatic 

Lion was quite common in the Middle East, fran Asia Minor azxi 

Arabia through Persia to India. A century ago it ranged !rom 

western to eastern India. At the turn of the century, it was 

extinct from all its range, and only a dozen animals were left in 

Sasan Gir. The rulers o.f Junagadh discouraged shooting of the 

animal, and rigorous protection saved the Asiatic Lion fran total 

extinction. The first census in 1937 revealed 237 lions in 

Gir forest. Consequent eensu.se s in 1 950, 1 955 and 1963 revealed 

219 to 271, 290 arrl 285 animals, respectively. In June 1968 a 

sharp decline in the population was noticed, which came to ccly 

6. Straq, P.D ; Wild r;.re in India, Its Conservation and CctJ.trol, 
(New Delhi: Ministry of Food arxi Agriculture, Departa.ent of 
Agriculture, Govt. of India, 1963). 
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162. The present population is estimated to be 205. The Cheetah 

or Hunting Leopard (Acinonyx jubatus) extended to greater part 

of Africa through the arid cotm.tries of southwestem Asia to 

India, but is now extinct in India. About a century ago, it was 

caruoon in the arid tracts of western Asia, but is now eXtinct 

from this area. In India it occured in low hills and pla:ins 

of northern, central and southern India, south to Karnataka. 

The last. known Cheetah in !Mia was taken m 1952. The destruc

tion of habitat and consequent decline of its prey species, toge-

ther with its snaring far use in htm.ting and high mortality among 

cubs, contibuted to its extennination in India. 

The Clouded Leopard (Neofells nebulosa) ranges 

from eastern Nepal through eastern Himalayas to Burma. It is 

more elusive than rare due to its nocturnal and arboreal habits. 

It has been subjected to great persecution for its decorated pelt. 

Widespread deforestation ani opening up of the forest5 have 

done little to help the clouded leopard. 

The Leopard Cat (Felis bengalensis) ranges in the 

forested regions of India from Kashmir ani the Himalayas to 

Cape Canorin. It has of late be cane scarce, chiefly due to destru

ction of its habitat an:i persecution by man for its poultry

killing habit. The Musk Deer (Moschus moschi!erus) occurs in 
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the wooded slopes and alpine zones of the Indian regiccs of the 

Himalayas. Exploitation tor COJllllercial..ly important •musk 'has 

caused decline in its population in its entire range. 

The Bl.ackbuck or Indian Antelope (Antilope cer

vicapra) occurs in the plains from Gujarat to West Bengal am 

Punjab to the extreme south of India, but not in the westem coast 

region nor in the forests and hilly areas. About a century back 

herds. of 50 to 1000 animals could be seen in the cowrt.ryside .. But 

they have been ruthless]J' hunted raul ting in greatly reduced 

number. Sinc8 the introduction of the Wi.ldlife Protection Act, 

1972, the population of this antelope has been increasing. Herds of 

the · blackbuck can now be seen at the Velavadar National Park in 

Gujarat. 

The Indian Wild Ass or Ghor-khar (Equus henion

us) is restricted in the Rann of Kutch in India. About 150 years 

ago, it used to roam about in thousands in the greater part of 

southwest Asia, trom Iran to northwestem India. It was extermi

nated in Iran about 100 years ago, and, with the turn of century, 

fran J aisalmer and Bikaner (Rajasthan), Sin:l am Baluchistan(Pakis

tan). Its nlll1ber estimated to be 5000 in 1946 declined to 

860 in 1962 due to "surra" disease, ani the present population 

is around 72JJ. 
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The Golden Langur (Presbytis geei) occurs in the 

foothills along Assam-£hutan border between · Sankosh river in the 

west .and Manas river in the east, exterxiing north into Bhutan 

between these two rivers. Considered rare since its discoveey, 

it is now believed to be thriving well in its suall range of 

habitat. Latest census puts the figure at 20 troops consisting 

of 100 animals in Assam, and 67 troops comprising 1200 animals in 

Bhutan. 

The Lion-tailed l-1a.caque (Macaca silenus) is more 

or less confined to the Nilgiri, Annamalai, Cardamom Hills and to 

the Periyar Lake. The population has been gradually decreasing 

.for the last 50 to 60 years. In 1967 it was estimated to be less 

than a thousan:l. In 1978 it was estimated to be 555 troops com

prising 000 animals in v/estern Ghats. Since its distribution is 

localised within evergreen forests, loss of habitat to agriculture, 

coffee ani tea plantation, replacement of forest trees by Eucalyp

tus and other trees are the major factors responsbile for the 

reduction in their number. Hunting the anjmal for fur, for food 

and the supposed aphrodisiac properties of its meat add up to the 

.ecline in its population. 

Endangered animals are those which are in danger 

of disappeAring fran the face of the earth forever. They have been 

hunted in excess by man, ani their habitats have been wanto~ 
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destroyed b)r cutting the trees, draining the swamps, buming the 

grass, poisoning the environment and so on. Man hunts animals 

tor sport, tor feathers, tur, leather and food. Throughout tM 

world he shoots, traps and poisons vd.ldlife without a thooght 

for the future. 

During world wars especially during the Secorri 

World War the militaey control was expanded due to interior 

rebel and outer aggression. The military in frontier provinces 

ani police in interior remove all kinds of obstacles. The 

result was that they killed the animals and birds indiscrimi-

nately for the sake of fo<Xi, pleasure or removal of fearness. 

This was the period when wild life was swept away and znany 

genera were ext:incted by people.? 

When India became independent, our prime objec-

tive in first Five Year Plan was to grow more food to get self-

sufficiency in .food grains. In action vast areas of jungles, 

wherever it was possible, cleared to provide new food producing 

areas. Governmm t also provided guns liberally for crop 

protection against animals and birds. On the name of crop pro

tection the gl.ms were harned to wrong han:is. This period of 

7. Sankhala, Kailash ; Wild Beauty, (New Delhi: National Book 
Trust, 1973), pp. 18 -22. 
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'grow more food' caused heavy depletion of wild life stocks in 

many parts of Imia. In this period it appeared to be a major 

clash between ld.l.d life use an:! htDan use of lam for cultiva

tion. In earl3 days of Independence the cultivators were mere

ly given the right to protect their crops and ll vestock from 

...O.ldlife. But gradually the number of 'pseudo' crop protecter 

gun holder or 'meat-hunter' and the Shikari increased. So it 

became essential for gove~nt to formulate more dynamic policy 

of management in the forests. Including other laws, the Wildlife 

(Protection) Act, 1972 is important instrument of government to 

control poaching and illegal trade in wildlife. 

No matter what brilliant achievements future 

gererations may attain in the realm of science and technology, 

man will never be able to recreate the extinct animals. His ignora

nce and greed is threatening the very survi vaJ. of several animal 

species. l-Iany great man1lade changes in the environment have been 

ill advised or have been accomplished wi t.l:lout regard for lcng tenn 

consequences. 

tmi.que role 

We must realise that every form of life has its 

to play and the . disruption of the delicate 

environmental balance produces a chain reaction, the damage beco

ming accelerated and getting out of control, until it threatens 



the health and happiness of man himself. 'ionservation of 

our forests and wildlife is not a l'UXU1'7 rut a vital invest

ment for our own survival. 



CH/1PTER Ill 

SPATIAL PATTERN OF WILD LIFE 

here are about 500 ditrerent species of 

mammals, more than 2000 species of birds ani 

many species of fish, reptiles am amphibians 

ln Irrlian subcontinent. There are, in addition, 

more than .30 ;000 forms of insects. 1 All these species play their 

important part in maintaining the biological cycle of subcontinent. 

There are various schemes developed by scholars 

for classifying the wild life. Sane scholars have classified 

them according to class and family, e.g., Mamnals, Reptiles, 

Amphibians etc which are further divided into subclasses and 

genera, then their locations over space. Such classification can 

be proceeded on in many steps. 

The first. is the grouping of all individual 

animals together whieh are similar in SOOW3 respects into 

species and genera, e.g., the domestic cat, ld.ld cat, leopard, 

tiger and lien are closely allioo to each other and so are 

1 • .st.ra.cy, P.D ; Wild Lite in India, Its Conservation arid Control, 
(New Delhi : Ministcy of Food and Agriculture, Department of 
Agriculture, Govt. of India, 1963), p.18. 
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considered separate species of genus • Cats • and they are given 

both a generic and species naJnes. 2 

In the secom step the mEmbers of a species are 

divided into groups distinguished by certain family characters, 

e.g., d<D:lstic cats may be of Persian breed, or Manx, Siamese, 

Tortoise breed etc. These are called varieties of single 

species.3 

other criteria may be on the basis of morpho

logy (external fonn and structure), anatomy (internal form am 

structure), histology (minute and microscopic structure), embroyo

logy (the change in the organism fran tm egg to the adult 

stage) and systematic zoological manner which is based on natural 

classification of animals, e.g., the grouping of bats and whales 

which is based on the anatomy, histology and anbroyology un:l.er 

Hammalia. This last type is like a genealogical tree, in wh.i.ch 

Darwinian doctrine of organic evolution is accepted. In this 

doctrine it is believed that the present form of species descends 

from some pre-existing species. 

2. Ibid, p.32. 

). Ibid, p.JJ. 
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Sane Bio-scientists have divided the earth into 

six zoo-geographic regions.4 Imi.a wi.th Southeast Asia forms 

part of oriental region. The Indian subcon~"lent has been divided 

into various zones, each with its characteristic types though 

the wild life of one zone merges imperceptib~ into another and 

:many widespread species cover more than one zone. They have 

divided this area into two main zones - the Himalaya and the 

Peninsula. The Himalayas have been further subdivided into 

Westem Himalayas, Eastern Himalayas, Central Himalayas. The North

west portion of Indo-Pakistan, higher Himalayas o! Nepal and 

Bhutan above tree line bolong to the Pa.L:e o-arctic region in 

the ~~racter of their fauna. 

However, most of scholars have supported 

geographical classification than biological classification. They 

have described them according to the regiCils where they are 

found. s.H.Prater, former curator of Banbay Natural History Socie

ty had divided India into three regions; i) The Himalayas, 

ii) the Peninsula and iii) the Deserts. He subdivided the 

Hjmalayas into the forest zone, the western zone including Ladda

kh, the transition zone ani the Assam and Northeast zone. 

4· Ibid, p.35-



Mr. Kailash Sankhla, a famous arxi authentic 

authority over wild life study has divided India into four 

regicms - i) The ltimalayas, ii) The Plains, iii) The Peninsula, 

and iv) The Deserts. His schema of wildlife distribution is 

more satisfactory and is also adopted in present description of 

distribution of wild life in India,5 am adjacent areas of 

neighbouring countries. 

WlLD LIFE CR HIMALAYAS 

he Himalayas extern in east-west arc shape curve 

for about 2400 km between gorges of Indus and 

Br-ahmaputra. Their width varies fran 500 km in Kashmir to 200 

km in Arunachal Pradesh, coYering about five lakh sq :Ions. They 

have three clear ranges, the Siwaliks or out.ermost range with 

an average height varying frcm 600 to 1 500 m, the Himachal or 

Lesser H:iJnalaya with 1000 m to 4,500 m height ani the Great 

Himalaya with average height 6,100 m. In northeast they mo't'e 

southward known as Purvachal. The trans Himalayan zone is cold 

desert due to its location in rain shadow. The variety and number 

of animals vary according to height 'Which also affects temperature, 

5. Sank.hala, Kailash ; Wild Beauty, (New Delhi: National Book 
Trust, 1973), pp. 29-31. 
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rainfall and vegetation of that particular place. 

There is practically no vegetation above the 

permanent:. snowline. There are many green meadows and valleys 

between the snow-llne or tree line which is called as 'Marg' 

in Kashmir such as Gulmarg and Sonmarg. In winter these meadows 

and valleys are covered with white blanket of snow, but as they 

melt, the beautiful green flowery meadows emerge out. These mead

owe are mixed with trees am ·small bushes like juniper and 

rhododendron am. birch etc. On low altitudes the conifer fores

ts exist with pines, spruce, fir, silver fir in some moist lo

calities and favourable areas oaks, laurels, chestnuts and mag

nolias are comroon, while chir-pines are conmon in both wet as 

well as drier slopes. 

In such environment the main animals are the 

Snow leopard, the Ibex, the Bharal, the Hangul, the Musk deer, 

the Marmot, the Goral, the Hare, the Red fa.."t, the Hi.m.a1ayan Black 

deer, the Wolf, the Him.alayan Weasel, the Camnon otter, the anooth 

Indian otter, the Clawless otter, the Martin, the Yellal throated 

and Pine Martin, the Him.alayan Palm Civet and the Himalayan 

mouse. The Kiang , the Asiatic Wild Ass, the Marmot, the Yak 

(now danesticated) are mostly foun:i in cold deserts of Laddakh. 
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The Lesser Panda is confined to the higher 

elevation of North Bengal and Sikkim. 

All above mentioned animals migrate down 

fran the mountains to avoid harsh snowy winter and go up in 

SUJ!JlOOr months • 

The birds foun::l here are Tragopan, the Moral, 

the Chir ani Kalij Pheasants, along 'With Magpie both green ani 

blue, the Crow and a host of colour.t'ul. singing birds break the 

monotony of the valleys w.i th their melodius calls. 

The foothills region has undulating topogra

phy formed of earliest debris broght by the Himalayan rivers 

and deposited at the foot of the mountains. The vegetation 

changes from evergreen conifers to deciduous broad leaved 

forests of Sal, Shorea Robusta, Sain, Siris and other various 

species with climbers like Bauhinia Vahlii ani Mimosa Himala

yana. There are some flat lands, open grasslands where tall and 

coarse grasses grow wildl.y. Many times fire sweeps them. 

Sane hardy trees like Semal, Siris, .Amaltas grow in grasslands. 

The flat aggradational valleys are known as 'duns', such as 

1Dehradun 1 • These valleys support rich Sal forests on the 

hills and other broad leaved forests in the bottom of valleys. 

The riverine islands, marshes and terai region have dense grasses 

(Sabai), Khair and Sissu trees. The region becanes very hot and 
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dry in summer in spite of heavy rainfall ranging 150 em to 

300 em. 

Since the region is formed of gravels, pebbles 

and sands, so the rain water qui.ckl,y seeps into the ground as quick

ly· as it falls~ So, the wild life of area faces the problem of 

shortage of water and the animals take long walks along river 

beds in search of water pools. 

The foothill zone has special importance for large 

manuals. The Samber, the Barking deer, the Chital, the Hog deer, 

the Hild boar are found hiding in tall grasses and forest growth 

during day and coming ·out in late evening or at night into the 

open grass. Their predators, the tige!" ani the canmon leopard 

hunt near water holes and open grazing grounls during the night. 

Elephants too are found in the western foothills in Lansdown, 

Ramnagar, Kala.garh and Bi.jnor forest of U.P., Cooch Bihar, Jalp

alguri forests of West Bengal, Southern parts of Bhutan and the 

entire belt of north Assam and Arunachal Pradesh. The Gaur appears 

in these eastem forests and the wild Buffalo beccme s common in 

the Manas sanctuary. The Rhinoceroses occur in the Jaldapara 

am }ianas sanctuaries. The arborial mamnals are the Martins, 

Bats and Primates. The Rhesus monkey is camnon near habitation 

and the Canmon Langur lives on tall trees in forest areas. Assamese 

monkeys have a stout appearance and a short tail, the rare Golden 
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langur are fotmd in the eastern Hima.layan forests of Upper 

Assam. 

The north-eastern region of India is actual.l.y 

the junction of Indo-chinese, Indo-Malayan, Peninsular arrl Europ

ean fauna am supports the nora and fauna of three diverse geo

graphical regions. The Indo-Chinese forms are represented by 

the Raccooo., the Hog Badger, the Crestless Porocupine and the 

Tragopan Pheasant. The . Indo-Malayan forms are represented by 

the Tiger, the Clouled leopard, the Elephant, the Rhinoceros, the 

Hoolock, the Sun bear, the Binturong, and the Thamin deer. The 

oriental squirrel, the Gaur, the Sloth bear, the wild buffaloes, 

the Camnon langur, the Chital, the Barking deer, the Samber and a 

variety of cats including the common leopard and the jungle 

cats are the peninsular form. The European forms are represe-

nted by the black beer and a variety of birds. 

are founi 

in Assam Valleys. The Jaintia, Garo, Khasi hills of Meghal.qa are 

knCMn .for m.ack leopard, the Clouded leopard, the Marbled Cat, the 

Fishing cat, the Golden cat, a large variety of monkeys including 

the Stump taul, the Assanese monkey, the Capped l.angur, the Specta

cled langur and the lower primates - the Slow loris. Tigers are 

foum in tall grasslands, moist 

evergreen forests. The Red jungle 

deciduous and scmetimes even in 

fowl, the Peacock, the Tree pie, 
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There are three clear ·--levels of these three 

uplifted surfaces. The highest part is on the south-western ~· ·-· -
1~"· ~.~ ..... ~ 

part, an average height of 900 m, is called 1pat region•. The 

next. level has a height of 600 m~ which is divided by Damodar 

river~ the northern part is known as Hazari.bagh plateau and 

southern part is known as Ranchi plateau. The next outer 

surface has an average of 300 m l-lhich gradually decreases in 

east arxi north. The average height of Betla forest is varying 

fran 240 m to 160 m. 7 C ·. ·-·-::; 

The main river of this system is North Koel river 

which originates in central Chotana.gpur plateau at Gumla. It 

drains northward, met with 1Son 1 river, at a tributary of 'Ganga' 

at Garhwa (north of Daltongonj). Its tributaries are Aurenga 

(where coal seams are found)., Kechaki, Amanat arxi Kanhar, which 
t 

flow through the Betla reserve.. These are ra:infed rivers and 

gener~ get dry in summer •. (Daltonganj is a region ~eh expe

riences always severe drought). 

l 
However, these rivers provide excellent habitat 

j. 

for a large variety of wildlife. Since the topography is undula-

ting, so the river basins are also undulating am full of. rocks and 

7. Abnad1 Enayat · ; Bihar : A Ph.ys:ical, Econcmic and Regional 
Geograph,y, (Ranchi, 1965), pp.2.2-24. 
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stones, but a:rt.er Betla forest it makes wide plain surface 

with sluggish water for long distance upto •son• river. One 

can enjoy the enchanting beauty of these streamB, because 

railway line goes parallel to north Koel river for long 

distance. 

CLJMATE AND NATURAL VIDETATION 

The southern areas of Betla have a height above 
' 

600 m. They . experience cool sumner. The fampus hill resort 

Net arhat has a height of about 900 m, and Ranchi, which was known 

as summer capital of Bihar haS an average height of 610 m. But 
·, 
' 

this is not the case with Beila. The altitt.rle is around 150 to 

250 m. It is surrounded by high bills in south and south-west, open 
' I 

towards north and north-east. So it experiences a hot sUJIJDer and 

very cold winter. The Daltonganj which is only 25 km away, al-

ways experience loo, cold wave arxl severe drought due ot its 

position in rainshadow area. However, the hot wind fran north 

west is modified in the forest, though day- temperature :W not 

less than 35 • C in June. The nights are pleasant and tEDperat ure 

.falls dom substantially. Winters are severe and the region 

lies under the influence of cold westerlies. The monsoon brings 

good showers and average rainfall is about 125 em ann:ually. However, 

few patches are lying in rainshadow region and Daltc:nganj is 
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one of them. The winters are almost dry except far few cyclonic 

showers. To face the water problem in park, natural springs have 

been deepened, wells have been dug and other artificial sources 

have been provided. 

Under such cl..ima:te the natural vegetation developea 

is . deciduous monsoon type·. The forests are, dry deciduous with 

park like appearance at many places. The main trees are Sal. 

other trees are Bamboo, Semal, Shisham, Mahua, Bel, Karam, Teak, 

Khair, Kendu, Palas, Jamun, Koinar etc. All are deciduous in 

nature, they shed their leaves in late winter and dtu·ing sprinc 

the new pinkish - violet - li~t green saplings, buds and leaves 

present an enchanting beauty. 

The forests 
i 
I are open, not verY. dense with bush an:i 

scrubs undergrowth. ' At sane spaces these are ,'khas' grasses. But 
r 

in summer the grasses als~ are shrinked to wet-shaded places 

and other places remain barrep and dry. 

'Bel' and 'Ma.hua. 1 are popular amoog tri bals as 

well as animals, especially the Sloth Bear. ~iahua is distilled 

for liquor by tribals. Bamboo thickets are found more in 

south than in north. The tribal people use the seeds of 

1Karanj' and 1Sal' for oil. The woods of 'Sal' and 'Teak' are 

well known for their durability. 
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WILD LIFE IN THE NATIONAL PARK 

~ Palamu, but whol~ Chotanagpur plateau 

y~~fwas rich in wildlife, even the now extinct Cheetah 

lived there once. A.Mervyn &dth wrote in his 'Sport and Adven-

tures in the Indian Jungle{1904)' : .'It is generally believed 

that the Cheetah is only, founi in the more open parts of the 

scrub jungle of central India, but I have killed them in the 

dense forest of Saranda in Chotanagpur. 8 

'Ihere are all. the links of sound ecological food 

chain from herbivores to c'amivores at the top. There is plenty 

of wi.ldlife - wild elephants~ rhesus monkeys, various species of 

deer, wild pigs, sloth beer~ panthers and of course the tigers. 

According to the tiger enimleration of 1987, there l'tere 54 

tigers in Palamau reserve 'which was around half of total 

tigers of Bihar. 9 There i~ hope of increasing their number, 

because it is in contiguous to the forest of Ranchi and 

Hazaribagh. Elseltlere the tigers are found in isolated pockets 

. in Bihar where seems no lang tenn future. In Betla, especially 

8. Quoted from Seshadri, Balakri.shna ; India 1 s Wi.ldlif e ani Wild
life Reserves ,( New Delhi : sterling Publishers Private Limi-
ted). · · · 

9. Annual Report of lldnistr.y of Wildlife :and Environment, Govt. of 
India, (New Delhi, 1988). ', 



the Koel, the Cuckoo, the Oriole, the Hill myna, the Parrot, the 

Choloropsis, the Tit, the Painted partridge and the Green pigeon 

are the ccmnon colourful birds of the hills.6 

WILD INHABIT ANTS CF THE GREAT PLAINS AND DELTA 

··~ he Indo-<langa-Brahmaputra plains are exten:ied 

parallel to Himalayas, in a length of about 2400 lon 

ani width varying between 500 lon in Punjab-Rajasthan to arouni 

200 km in Bihar. Bangladesh is almost totally deltaic formation. 

The height varies from 278 m in Delhi to sea level in Bangladesh. 

The average depth of these aggradational plains is 1300 - 1400 m. 

There is a 10 -15 km wide piedmont plains of gravel am unassorted 

sediments called 1Bhabar1 , 15 -30 km wide marshy tract of 

1Terai •, older alluvium deposited during the mid..Pliestocene and 

recent geological times called '!hanger' and newer alluvitun 

called • Khader' • 7 

The ~ole of great plains, especially the middle 

and western parts remained craddle of civilization since time 

immemorial. So much of original forests have been swept ani turned 

6. Sankhala, Kailash ; Wild Beautz, (New Delhi: National Book Trust, 
1973). 

Sharma, T.C and Coutinho, 0 ; Eccnanic am Ccmnercial Geogr~ 
of India, {New Delhi: Vikas Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., 1981~ 
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into cultivated land. There are some rEIDll8.llts of the Sal and 

miscellaneous forests in parts of UP, Bihar, West Bengal am 
Assam. In Terai mars}V land, the elephant grasses, cane and 

other grasses present Savanna landscape. Sane evergreen spe-

cies of trees also grow like Jamun, Siris etc. where cultiva-

tion has been not extended. 

Cc:mmon wild life found here are Chital, Samber, 

Hog deer,· Wild boar, Swamp deer, Nilgai, Canmon leopards and 

Tigers. But the population of these animals has thinned in 

recent years. 

On the west marshy Savannas on the bank of 

Brahmaputra are fowld the famous Great ~>ne horned Indian Rhino

ceros, the Hog deer, the Swamp deer, the Wild boar, the Wild buf

falo, the Python, the Kaziranga, Orang, Laokhawa an:i l.fanas 

sanctuaries. Even elephants and tigers are foUIXi in these sanct

uaries and parks. 

In Ganga and its tributaries the Dolphin and the 

Gavial live. The Crocodiles and Gharyals are found in the Jamuna 

and its tributaries, Gantak, Kosi, Narayani etc rivers. The Sun:ier

ban delta is famous habitat for estuarine Crocodiles and 

Dolphins, is also famous for Royal Bengal tiger. 
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In west great plains are dotted with natural 

vegetation of Accacia and Cappars and open grasslands, but 

most of them have been brought under cultivation. Due to over 

use, faulty methods of cultivation, overgrazing and lack of rain

water the wasteland is fo:nn.ed. The riverines with ezionoous gul

lies have turned the lands into bed lands. These lands are use

less for agriculture and developed into tropical dry deciduous 

thorn . forests in the central ani western plains. Time has not 

gone much far when the 1-Iughals hunted Lions, Speared wild boars, 

Black bucks arrl Chinkara near Agra and surrounding regions. 

However, Stripped hynas, Jackals, Palm civets, Small Indian civets 

and Porcupines are still conunon,even :in the eroded ravines 

they live in burrows during the day ani visit the outskirts of 

cities like Lucknaw, Allahabad, Agra, Kanpur and Delhi in search 

of Kichen waste and poultry. These ravines were also the hane 

of Indian wolf, their population has also declined. A small patch of 

forests near Bharatpur and Sariska still show the typical ~-~ild

life of v1estern plains. Both are declared as sancturay where 

thousands of migratory Ducks, Teals and Cranes including Siber-

ian cranes and other birds visit the plain every year. 
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There are many birds of Avifauna8 v1hich 

includes national bird Peacock, Cranes, Myna, Parrot etc. The 

reptiles are including various kinds of snakes, Crocodiles and 

G}!.ariYals etc. 

WILD ANIMALS OF PWINSULA 

--~~ .. · . he Peninsul.a plateau is the most ancient tabular 

• tff;J· '~· · ·_ block canposed of Archaean gneisses and schists • . , 
It has an area of about 16 lakh sq km. 9 It is tilted eastv1ard. 

The topography of this region Callprises a series of large and 

small plateau and hillranges with many basins and valleys. The 

central part of Deccan plateau lies in the rainshado111 area off 

\iestern Ghat ani Nilgiris. So it has Savanna grasslands wi. th 

Acacias, Babools and various types of thorny shrubs. The quantun 

of vegetation depends on the protection, e.g., dense evergreen 

forest on \'/estern Ghat, deciduous monsoon forest of Sal, Maho-

gany ani Abnoos in Bihar, Orissa, M.P., ani Maharashtra. In 

farther south except in depressions where soil depth improves, 

the tree growth is stunted and consists of thorny Acacias, 

Zizyphyhus al".d Euphorbia bushes. In Southern rainshadow zone 

8. Sankhala, Kailash ; op cit., pp.34 -35. 

9. Sharma,T.C and Coutinho, 0 ; op cit. 
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wherever soil and moisture conditions are sufficient for plant 

growth, dry deciduous thorey forests have developed. 

In mixed forests the Ni.lgiri, the Samber, 

the Chital, the Chinkara, the Wild boar and their predators, the 

canmon leopards, even tigers are fol.md. ot~r animals - Sloth 

bear, the Ratf>..l, the Jungle cat and the Spotted cat etc. 

enrich the fauna of forests. 

The Gir forest of Junagadh district of Gujarat 

is the last shelter of the Asiatic lim l'lhich is nor." cmfi.ned to 

about 1 LJ) sq km. Other animals of this forest are the Samber, 

Nilgai, Chi tal, i'/ild boar and four horned Antelope. The over

grazing by danestic animals has affected adversely the popula. tian 

of wild animals. This is why ma:n;r ~s the lions either attack 

on danestic cattle or man. 

The Central ani Deccan plateau is a triangular 

tableland dissected by rivers to senile valleys. According to 

rainfall the vegetation changes from dry deciduous mixed misce

llaneous forest to teak forest of southern Rajasthan, Gujarat - l-1.P. 

to evergreen multitiered forests of western ghats. The main 

an:iJnals roam:i.ng :in these forests are the Samber, the Nilgai, 

the Chinkara, the four horned Antelope, the Ba:rking deer, Hares, 

Porcupine, Wild boar, Tiger, Leopards, Jtmgle cats ani Caracals. 
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Sloth bears are found in almost all the forests of south 

region. Rewa forest is famous for tigers. The present genera

tion of white tigers are originated .trom the Rewa forests of 

M.P. 

Elephants are found in Bihar, Orissa, Kamataka, 

Tamil Nadu and Kerala, but not in .An:lhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh 

am Maharashtra. The 1Gaur 1 has still wider distribution in these 

states. The Chital, Samber, Barld.ng deer are common deer of these 

forests. The Swamp deer is n<l'~ confined to small areas in Bastar 

am Manella. The predators like Tigers, leopards are very few. 

The Rhesus monkeys are found in the north of 

Nannada, while · south is da:rl.nated by 13onnet monkey. 'l'he carmon 

langur is widely found in forest. In wstern ghat they 

have darker canplexion than north Indians. The Nilgiri langur 

am Lion-tailed mookeys are living on high branches of tall 

trees of western ghat. The long tailed MalR.bar quirrels ar.rl Flying 

squirrels are foWld in l-1al.abar hills to Mudunalai. 

AB far the Avifauna is concerned, they are fewer 

than those ci Himalayas and plains. However, there are varioUB 

types of small and medi\111 size birds are fOl.llrl in forsts. 

Various types of sea-birds arxl cranes are found on the Sea Coasts 

of Tamil Nadu arxl Tri vandrun. Various types of Reptiles are 
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toum here which include Lizards~ Pythons~ Crocodiles in lakes 

arxi rivers of parks and sanctuaries, various snakes - poisonous 

or non-poisonoua12 etc. 

WILD LIFE IN- DESERTS 

he Iniian desert plains include Marusthali and 

adjoining Bager areas to the west of Aravalli 

covering an area of 1.75 lakh sq lon. In south ani- we stem parts 

have mostly 'Longitudinal dunes'., l-Ihereaa in the eastern 

and southern parts 1barkhans 1 arxi 1 transverse dunes • are c01IIUon. 11 

The grasslan:is of Bager lies in north east to south west direc-

tion along Aravalli bounded by 25 em isohyets. Though on south 

and south eastern part of Arava.lli deciduous forests are found, 

because the rainfall is sufficient. But in transition zcne, where 

the rainfall is scarce and uncertain, only scrubs and thorny 

bushes are found. As a whole the desert regicn is very poor 

in vegetation. 

But the wild life potential is van rich. 

Wherever the protection is given, they survive raster- than 

10. SankhalA, Kailash ; op cit • ., PP• 37-39. 

11 • Sharma., T .c and C outinho, 0 ; op cit • 
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other area. The best example is seen in Banner, where Bishnoi 

tribe give fUll protection to deer as their tradition. Many 

years ago Bhimajee of this tribe started pr~ecting the deer 

and now the deer survive in large numbers. 12 

The Blackbucks, NUgai, Chinkara, Wild boars are in 

protected pockets of Bikaner, Jodhpur, Clruru in Rajasthan, parts 

of Kutch and Bhavnagar in Gujarat. The Wild Ass l-.rhich is in 

danger of extinction, is f'ourxi in the Kutch of Rann. In sarxiy 

areas the Wolves, Hynas, Jackals, Porcupines, Desert cats, Desert 

fax, Hare arxi Rats are fotmd in sandy burrows. 

This area is also rich in avifatma. Thousands of 

migratory birds including Ducks, Imperial sand grouse, Danosel

le cranes, Lesser bustards cane here during winter period. The 

local birds include Sparro,.,s, Pigems, Doves and Peacocks etc. 

The large Flamingoes are fourxi in Rann of Kutch. Among reptiles 

various types of lizards and snakes are ccmnon in deserts. 

12. Sankhala, Kailash ; op cit., p.42. 
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Table- 4. 
National Praks and Sanctuaries 

Name & Disrict* 

Pakhal, 1'/arngal 

Tadwai, triarangal 

Pocharam, Medak 

Kawal, Adilabad 

Areas 
sq.km. 

803 

129.5 

Species 
found 

'li ger, panther, sambar, 
chital, nilgai etc. 

Tiger, panther, gaur, 
jungle cat, sambar, 
black buck. 

Panther, chital, chinkara, 
pea fOl-11 and 1-1ater bird 

Good visi
ting time 

Dec-March. 

I I 

t t 

· 616 Tiger, panther, gaur,sambar, 
chi tal, black buck, 1dld bear, '' 
sloth bear. 

Kolleru .Pelicanary,Elleru 673 Pelicans, flamingo, heron, 
painted storks, avocet, 't 

teals and terns. 

Nelapattu Bird Sanctuary, 
!1ellore 

Gray pelican, heron, cormor- Nov-H .. -u·. 
16 ants, teals, duck etc. 

Kinnersani, Khammam 

Papikonda,E.G~lavari 
W .Godawari, Kharrunam 

Coringa,S.Godavari 

635.40 Tiger, panther, wolf, chital, Dec~·iar. 
sambar, nil.gai, sloth bear, 
gaur. 

591.00 Tiger, panther, wild dog, 
hyena, jackals, 1-1olves, 
gaur, four horned antelope, Nov-Jun. 
chital, sa.illbar and nilgai. 

235.00 Estuarine crocodile, otter, Oct-Hay 
fishing cat, jackal, sea-
gull, pelican, stork,heron, 
flamingo. 

Nagarjunasagar, srisai-
lam, Guntur, Prakasa.-n,3568.00 
Kurnool,Mahabubnagar, 

Tiger, panther, sloth bear, Oct-Jun 
;·lild boar, chital, sambar, 
nileai, black buck,jackal, 
foxes, 1-10lves and mugger 
crocodile 

and Nalgonda 

* The names of the more :important nt.ional parks and specialised sanc
tuaries are given in full. Others are indicated by their distingui
shing names. District or districts where they are located are given 
along with the names. 



Pulicat, Nellore 

Arunachal Pradesh 

Nanrlafa, Tirap 

Pakkui, Kameng 

Assam 

Garampani, :Jiphu 

Kaziranga National 
Park, J orhat 

Lakhawa, Nawgang 

Hanas, Barpeta 
(Tiger Sanctuary) 
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500.00 Flamingos, pelicans, ducks Oct4rar. 
teals, stork, crane, heron. 

1007.82 Tiger, panther, snow leo- Nov-l.far. 
pard, clouded leopard, 
golden cat, binturang, 
wild buffalo, wild dog, 
gaur, Iranian bison, 
sambar, hog .deer, barking 
deer, elephant, sloth bear, 
python, king cobra, Indian 
cobra, mari.tor, lizard azrl 
birds of many kinds. 

861.95 Elephant, gaur, Indian Nov-Apri 
sambar, hog deer, barking 
deer, python. 

430.00 Elephant, 1dld buffalo, Feb-Hay 
leopard, common langur, hoc-
lock. 

430 Great Indian one-horned t ' 

rhinoceros, wild buffalo, 
elephant, gaur, leopard 
cat, wild boar, civet cat, 
otter, Sl-lamp deer, hog deer, 
sambar, tiger, python, pelican, 
partridge, floricans. 

70 Rhinoceros, wild buffalo, January 
swamp deer, hog deer, water 
ducks, cormorants. 

00 Elephant, tiger, panther, Feb. 
1 gaur, wild buffalo, great 

Indian one horned rhinoceros, 
golden langur, civet cat, 
otter, swamp deer, hog deer, 
sambar, pigmy hog, water 
monitor, wild boar, great 
pied hornbill, florican. 



Sonai-Rupa, Tezpur 

Bihar 
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195 The great Indian one-horned 
rhinoceros, elephant, wild 
buffalo, sloth bear, wild 
dog, wild boar, sambar, 
barking deer, swamp deer, 
leopard, tiger, hornbill, 
imperial pigeon etc. 

Jan
April. 

Hazaribagh, Hazaribagh 186.25 Tiger, leopard,sambar, Oct-Jun 

Bhimbarxih, lr1onghyr 

1-lahu:l.aur ,Dal tongung 

Dalma, Singhbhtm 

Palamau,Daltangung 

Gautam Budha, Gaya 

Kaimur,Rohtas 

Bamiaburu,Singhbhum 

Kodaram, Hazaribagh 

chital, nil.gai, wild boar, 
wild cat, peafowl etc. 

681 • 90 Tiger, leopard, sambar, 1 1 

chital, wild boar, wolf, 
water birds. 

63.25 Tiger, leopard, wolf, Nov-Jun 
chital, barking deer, 
wild boar etc. 

193.22 Elephant,leopard, Nild Oct-Jun 
boar, mouse-deer, barking 
deer, sloth bear. 

979. Z1 Elephant ,panther ,leopard, whole 
wilrl boar, barking deer, year 
gaur, chital, sambar, 
peal-for~l etc. 

259.50 Tiger, leopard,sambar, Oct-Jun 
chital,barking deer, 
pea-fowl etc. 

1342.22 Tiger, leopard chinkara, 
sambar, nilgai. and 
croco::liles. 

Oct-Jun 

129.50 Tiger,panther,sambar,elephant, 
1dld boar etc. 

176.12 Tiger, leopard, sloth bear, 
sambar, chital, four-horned 
antelope. 

I I 

' ' 



Goa, Daman and Diu 

M~llem, Goa 

Gujarat 

Gir National Park, 
Junagar 

Valavadar National 
Park, Bhavnagar 

Gir, Junagam 

Nal Sarovar Bird 
Sanctuary, Ahmedabad 

l'iild Ass Sanctuary, 
Little Rann -Of Kutvh 

Surendranc1.gar, 
Purna, Dangs 

Sultanpur Lake Birds 
Sanctuary, Gurgaon 

J anunu and Kashmir 

Dachigam, Sr.inagar 
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240 Gaur,sambar, mouse deer, Nov-May 
barking deer, panther, 
fly.i.ng squirrel, porcupine, 
civet, cats,ant-eaters, 
slender loris, grey jungle 
fowl. 

140.40 Asiatic lion, panther,stripped 
kyeena, sambar,nilgai, Dec-Jun 
chital,four-horned ante
lope,chinkara, wild boar, 
crocodiles. 

17.83 Black buck, wolf. Oct-jun 

1412.13 Asiatic lion,panther, Dec-Jun 
strippoo hyena, sambar, 
nilgai,chital,four-horned 
antelope ,chinkara, wild 
boar, crocodiles. 

115.00 Water birds 

4840.89 Wild ass, nilgai, wolf, 
chinkara. 

299.43 Tiger, panther ,leopard 
cat, jungle cat,jackal, 
fax, four horned ante

lope, ldld pig, chital, 
sambar, bonnet macaque 

1.2 Sarus crane, spot-bills, 
ruddy shel drakes etc. 

Nov-Feb. 

Jan-Jun 

I I 

Oct-l·lar. 

55 sq 
miles 

Leopard, black bear, brown Apr-Nov. 
bear, baboons, serow, musk 
deer, hangul. 



Raj Parian 
An ant nag 

Himachal Pradesh 

20.50 
sq. miles 

Robia National Park, 178.8 
Kulu 

Tundah, Chamba 

Kugti, Chamaa 118.3 

Nargu&\-linch, Mandi. 

koklash 
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Brown bear, black bear, Apr-Nov 
musk deer, serow, hangul. 

Ibex, musk deer, tahr, Apr-Jun 
serow, lynx, llima.l.ayan 
brown bear, snmr leop-
ard, tragopan, 5now pigeon, 
snow cock etc. 

Tahr, brmm bear, black 
bear, musk deer, goral, 
ser0\-1, ibex,monal,trago
pan, snow cock,Kalij, 
chakor and chir, snow 
leopard, panther, 
weasel, martens, civets, 
fox, flying fox. 

Apr,Jtm, 
Sept-Oct. 

Tahr, brown bear, black 
bear,musk deer,goral, 
serow,ibex,monal,tragopan, 
snov1 cock, kalij,chakor, 
chir, snow leopard,panther, 
weasel, martens, civets, 
fox, flying fox. 

Goral, black bear, serow, 
musk deer, monal, kalij, 

and chir, panther, snO'iJ 
leopard, martens, ci vent, 
fox, flying fox. 

I I 

Apr-Jun 
Dec-Jan. 

Shikari Devi, 
Ivlandi 

213.5 Black bear,goral, I I 

Gobim sagar, 
Lila spur 

barking deer,serow, 
musk deer,monal,kalij, 
chir, chakor, partridge, 
panther, snovr leopard ,martens, 

civet,fox,flying fox. 

Duck,teal,goose,crane \'Jhole year 



Sri Naina,Lilaapur 

Derang Kinnaur 167.4 

Talra, Simla 72.2 

Raksham ani Chitkul, 138.3 

Lipa Asrang,Kinnaur 109.1 

Simbalbara,Sirmur 55.4 

Kanswar, Kulu 54.3 

Kama taka 
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Sambar,barking deer, Whole year 
black bear, wild boar, 
nilgai,kalij ,red jungle 
fowl, partridges,panther, 
snow leopard, martens, civet, 
fax:, flying fax:. 

Goral,Black bear,serow, 
monal,kalij,koklash, 
chakor,panther,civets, 
martens, f.ying foxes. 

Apr~un. 
Sept-()ct. 

Goral,black bear,sambar, 
musk deer, kalij, koklash, 
chakor, monal ,panther, flying 
fox, civet, martens. · 

Bharat, goral,black bear, 
brown bear, monal,koliash, 
snow cock, chakor, panther, 
fox,martens, flying fox. 

Ibex,bharal,goral,monal, 
koklash,snOl'l cocks,chakor, 
panther, fax~~tens,flying 
fox. 

' ' 

I I 

' ' 

Sambar, goral,barkine 1-1hole year 
deer, wild boar, kalij, 
pea fol'll, red jungle fowl, 
partridge, panther, fo.x, martens, 
civet, flying fox, chital, an{_~ 

monal. 

Tahr, serow,goral,blaclc bear, 
kalij,koklash,chakor,partridges, 
chir,panther,civets,martens, Apr-Jun. 
flying fox. Sept -Oct. 

Ba.rrlipur National 
Park, Hysore, 
(Tiger Sanctuary) 

f!r/4.20 Indian elephant, tiger, Har-Aug. 
sambar,chital,barking 
deer, wild dog, wild boar, 
jackal, sloth bear,panther, 
four-horned antelopes, 
malabar squirrel,Jungle fOloll, · 
partridge, green pigeon,bush quail,etc. 
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I 
Bp.nnarghatta Naticnal 104.20 
P;ark,Bangalore 

Elephants, sloth bear, whole year 

I 
j 
I 
I 

I 

chi tal, barld.ng deer, 
gray partridges,bush 
quail, jungle fowl,etc. 

Nagerhole National 571.55 
Park, Coorg 

Elephant,tiger, panther, Oct-Mar. 
chi tal, sam.bar, sloth 
bear, jungle fO\oll,partri-
dge etc. 

I 

lsaneshwara,South 844.8 
IKanara 

Chital,gaur ,sambar,panther, 1 1 

; Brahm.agiri,Coorg 

Hall::ote, Na.n:iya 

tiger,sloth bear, wild dog, 
etc. 

181.29 Tiger,panther,sambar,chital, 
barking deer, sloth bear, 
cobra,rlying squirrel,mala
bar squirrel, civet cat, 
mouse deer. 

49.82 Panther, wolves,sloth bear 
black bucks,hare,p cupines, 
Nild boar. 

Ghataprabha Bird 2 9.785 Egret,corraorant,heron, etc. 
Sanctuary,Belgal.ml 

T1mgabhad.ra,Bellary 224.22 Black-buck,chinkara,panther, 
chi tal, pi~, four-horned 
antelope, and fox, sand grouse, 
florican,great Indian bustard, 
sloth bear,sambar etc. 

Ransbennur Black Buck 119.00 
Sanctuary, Dharwar 

Black buck,chital,wol£,hare, 
great Indian bustard. 

.Hukambika, 
South Kanara 

24 7. 00 Panther, Sambar, elephant, 
wild boar, porcupine. 

I I 

I I 

whole 
year 

Sharawathy Valley 
Shimoga 

348.00 Indian elephant,tiger,panther, Feb-
gaur,sambar,chital,barking Hay 
deer, wild boar,sloth bear, 
four horned antelope, partri
dges,green pigeon,bush quail, 
lion tailed monkey,tortoisa, 
crocodile,python,cobra,krait, 
viper ,green snake etc. 



Biligiri Rangaswamy, 324.4 
My sore 

Bhadra,Chikmagalur 492.00 

Shettimalli, 395.60 ' 
Shimoga 

Ranganthitto Bird 26.10 I 
Sanctuary,MYsore I 

Dan:leli, Dharwar 874.20,
1 

Kerala 

Era.vikulam Rajmallay 97 

Periyar, Idukki 777 

Parambikulam,Palghat 285 

Wynad, Cannanore and 844 : 
Kozhikode 

r 
I 
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I 

Elephant,gaur,chital, Feb4-iay. 
barking deer,sambar, 
panther, sloth bear. 

Gaur,elephant,panther, i$an-Jun. 
wild bear, sambar, chi tal, 
barking deer, slo~h 
bear. 

I I Feb-14ay. 

Open hill stork, v1hite July-Aug. 
ibis, little egret,cattle 
egret, darter,corinorant, 
pond heron, river tern·, 
spoon bi~,crocodile etc. 

Tiger,panther,elephant, Feb-May. 
gaur, sloth bear, sambar, 
chital, wild bear etc. 

Elephant, gaur,sambar, Oct-Apr 
barking deer,tiger,panther, 
civet, jungle cat, nilgai, 
langur, ..,Jild boar,lion tailed 
macaque, malabar squirrel, 
vJild dogs, nilgiri tiger, 
~rial pigeon,grey jungle 
fowl. 

Elephants, Tiger,panther, 
wild dog, gaur, sloth bear, 
nil.gai, wild boar, sambar and 
barking deer. 

I I 

Elephant, gaur,leopard,tiger, 1 1 

sloth bear,nilgai, chital, 
sambar, 1-zild boar, crocodiles. 

Elephant, gaur, sambar, wild II 

boar, chital, barking deer, etc. 



Hadh;ya Pradesh 

Kanha Nati anal 
Park, Mandla and 
Balghat 

940 

Bandhavgarh National\ 105 
Park, Shahdol \ 

Shivpuri National 
Park, Shivpuri 

156 
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Tiger, panther, 
gaur, barasingha, 
chital, sambar,black 
buck,chowsingha, barking 
deer, mouse deer,nilgai, 
wild dog, boar, 

Tiger, panther, gaur, 
sambar, nilgai,chinkara, 
barking deer, bear, >·tild. 
boar, and a variety of 
upland birds. 

11ar-Jun 

Nov-Jun 

'l'iger, panther, slotn bear, Jan-Jun. 
hyena,sambar, spotted deer, 
four horned antelope,black 

··buck, nilgai, chinkara, 'Wild 
boar, crocodiles etc. 

I 
Bori, . 1\002.· .89 Tiger,panther, bison,sambar, 
Hoshangbad chital,nileai,barking deer, 

chinkara, wild boar, bear. 

Kutri Wild Buffaloes :2Z73.58. Wild buffalo,tiger,panther, 

I I 

Hay-Apr. 
Gane Sanctuary,Bastar .·-~ sloth bear, nilgai,chital, 

T~or-pisle, Sorguja 6p8.52 

I 

Samarsot,Sorguja 4jo.J61 
I 
I 
I 

Sitanadi, Raipur 1)00 
! 

Nordehi·, Sagar ,Damoh . 1500 
am Narsinghgart 

Bagdara, Sidhi 478.900 

sambar, wild P:ies,barking 
deer, bison, wild dogs, 
chortsingha etc. 

Tiger,panther, gaur,chital, 
sambar etc. 

. -do-

Tiger,panther,samber, 
Chinkara, Chital,bison, 
wild boar,barld.ng deer, 
peacock etc. 

Tiger, Panther, Sambar, 
chinkara, chital,nilgai, 
bear, etc. 

Panther,black buck,chinkara, 
sambar,nigai,'W:i.ld pig, etc. 

Dec-Mar. 

I I 

Mar-Jt.m. 

Dec-Mar. 

Nov-Jun. 



Pachmarhi, 
Hosangabad 

Achankmar,Bilaspur 

Ratapani ,Raisen 

Panch, Chimwara& 
Saoni 
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l 

654.41 Tiger,pantber, bear,bison, Mal'-Jl.D'l. 
spotted deer, sambar, barking 
deer, nilgai etc. 

551.5~ Tiger,bison,sambar,cbital,boar, Nov-
peacock etc. Jun. 

I 

530.36 Tiger,panther,sambar,cbital, 
I blue bull, chinkara, etc. 

Feb
Jl.D'l. 

449.39 Tiger,panther,gaur,chital, Nov-Jun. 
sambar, nilgai, etc. 

Gardi Sagar, Mandsaur 224.6.5 Water birds,Chital,sambar, I' 

Maharashtra 

Tcx:ioba National 
Park, Chandrapur 

Nawegaon National 
Park, Bhandara 

l 

chinkara, barking deer. 

Tiger,panther,sloth bear, 
gaur,sambar,chital,nilgai, 
chinkara, jUilgle fol'll arrl 
pea-fowl. 

133.884 Tiger,panther,sloth bear,gaur, 
: sambar, chital,barking deer; 
1 nilgai and migratory birds. 
I 
I 

Borivli National 67.917 Panther, sambar,four-horned 
antelope ,mouse deer, wild 
boar and langurs. 

Park, Banbay Suburban 

Melghat, Amraya 
(Tiger Sanctuary) 

Yawal,Jalgaon 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

3S1.5S Tiger,panther,gaur,sloth 
bear, sambar, barking deer, 
four horned antelope, wild 
boar,chital, and plentifUl 
bird a. 

I 
177.5

1
2 Panther, jungle cat,nilga:L, 

bonnet macaque and comnon 
l<mgUr, wild dog, sambar, 
hyena, tiger,chital and 
chinkara, pea-fowl, green 
pigeon,sand grouse and 
partridge, grey jungle 
fowl. 

t I 

Jan-l·far. 

Apr. and 
Hay. 

I I 



Radbanagari (Bison), 
Kolhapur 

Barnala(Bi.rd),Kolba 

Tansa, Thane 

Manipur 

2072 
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Gaur,panther,sambar am wild 
boar. Bird life is fairly 
lavish. 

Ashy minivet, paradise fly
catchers, shama, malabar 
whistling thrush, racket
tailed drongo, wood-pecker 
etc. Other life seen are the 
panther, four homed antelope 
and conman langur. 

May
Sept. 

Jan-Apr. 

216.75 Panther,four-horned antelope, 
chi tal, sambar and wild boar. May 
Bird population is diverse and 
colourful around the Tansa lake. 

Reibul Lamjao 25 Brovt antlered deer, wild goat 
and water birds. National Park,Central 

!-:i:eghalaya 

' 
Balpakram* Garo Hills 85 Elephants, gaur, chital,sambar, 

Mizoram 

Dampa,Aizawl 

Nagaland 

Intangk:i, Kohima 

* Proposed Sanctuary 

·wild boar. l'i:inter 

100.00 Elephant,tiger, leopard, sambar, Nov.
barkine; deer, Himalayan bear, l4'eb. 
wild boar, v.ild dogs,wild-cat, 
gaur,leopard cat,king cobra, 
python, hornbill pheasant etc. 

202.00 Gaur, boar, elephant, barkine 
deer, wild boar, clouded-leopard, 
panther, tiger,pangolin and 
various ldnds or birds and 
reptiles. 

Nov
l-iar. 



Orissa 

Satkosia Gorge. 
Dhenkrlal, Puri, 
Cuttack and Phulbani. 

Bhittar Kanika, 
Cut tack 

Chilka, Ganjam and 
Purl. 

750 

170 

<X)O 
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Gharial and muggar, tiger, 
leopard, jungle cat, civet, 
gaur,ratel, sloth bear, 
sambar, chital, nilgai, 
four horned antelope, 
elephants, hornbill, pea
fowl, jungle-fowl and 
other birds 

Salt-water crocodile, 
leopard, hyena, jungle cat, 
leopard cat, wild boar, 
chital, sambar, gi<l!lt 
squirrel, water ~onitor, 
sea turtle, king cobra, 
python, painted stork, 
adjutant storks, openbilled 
stork, white ibis, black 
ibis etc. 

Black duck, chital, sea 
cow, carnes, ibis,cormorant, 
egret, flamingo and pelican. 

Summer 
and 

W:i:nter 

\'linter 

'Vi inter 

Karlapat, Kalahandi 145 Tiger, leopard, gaur,chital, Winter 
sambar etc. 

Ushakothi,Sam.balpur 192 Elephant,gaur,tiger, leopard, \linter 
sambar, chital and barking 
deer. 

Similipal, Mayurbhanj 303 
(Tiger Sanctuary) 

Tiger ,elephant, gaur,chital, 
leopard, mouse deer, flying ~'linter 
squirrel and mugger. 

Pun.iab 

Abohar, Ferozepur 

Rajasthan 

Ranthambor Sal-Jai
Hadhopur 
(Tiger Sanctuary) 

228 Black buck, hare, partridge, 1 st, Oct • 
grey and black pigeon & doves. lst,Mar. 

392.20 Tieer,panther,hyena,jungle 
cat,civet,sambar,chital, 
nilgai, bear, wild boar, 
partridge ,green pigeon, red 
spur fowl etc. 

All year 

except 
Jul. Aug. 
Sept. 



Sariska Alwar 195 

Ghana Bird Sanctuary, 29 
Bharatpur 

Darrah, Kota 201 

11 s 

'{iger, panther,hyena,jungle All year 
cat,civets,sambar,chinkara, except 
nileai, four horned antelope, JUl.Aug. 
partridge, green pigeon,red and Sep. 
spur fowl. 

Siberian crane,cormorants, 
storks, spoon bill, quails 
coot, heron,teal,terns etc, 
and sambar, chi tal, black 
duck, w-d.ld boar, civet etc. 

Tiger,panther,sambar,chital, 
niJ.eai, l-rl.ld boar,hare, 
partridge, grruse. 

' . 

tst Oct;:· · 
-end of 
Feb. 

All Year 
except 
July,Sep. 

Hotmt Abu, Sirohi 112.60 Sambar,~ai,hare,jungle 
f~rl, partridges etc 

I I 

Kumbhalgarh-Ranakpur 500 
Udaipur,J cxihpur dists 

Sikkim 

Khangchandzenda 850 
National Park,Gangtol-~ 

Tamil Nadu 

Guindy National 2.8 
Park, Madras 

Mudurnalai, The 321 
Nilgiris 

Amarmalai,Coimbatore 958 

Tir'lUlel veli Tiger 520 
Sanctuary 

\ttld bear, sarnbar, panther, 
nilgai, 1-d.ld boar,jungle 
fowl, red spur fOl'll. 

Sno\~ leopard, clouded leopard, 
marbled cat,civet,binturone, 
Himalayan black bear, red panda, 
Tibetan \·d.ld ass, blue sheep, 
serow, takin, musk deer,pheasant, 
partridge, green pigeon etc • 

I I 

Chitaf, black buck & a \'lhole year 
snake park. 

Elephant, gaur,chital, Feb.-J'lUle. 
sambar,tiger, panther, 
sloth bear, wild dogs etc. 

-do- r 1 

Tiger, chital,sambar,wild Sept-Nov 
boar, lion tailed macaque 
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Ka.lakad, Tirunelveli 223.58 Lion..Jtailro macaque lolhole year 

Uttar Pradesh 

Corbett Natic:mal Park, 525 
Nainital, Garhwal 
(Tiger Sanctuary) 

Dudwa National Park, 500 
Lakhim.pur, Kheri 

Govi.nd Paahu Vihar 953 
Uttar Kashi 

Nanda Devi,Chamoli 324 

Rajaji, Sharanpur 247 

Elephant,tiger,panther, Nov~~-
aloth bear, nilgai, sambar, 
chital, wild boar, porcupine, 
peafowl:, red Imian jungle 
fm'll, partridge and both the 
species of Indian inland 
crocodiles, goral and four-
horned antelope. 

Tiger, panther,sloth bear, 
sambar, swamp deer, chi.tal, 
hog deer, barking deer, •• 
nilgai, ·peafowl, and jungle 
fowl, partridge etc. 

Brown arrl black H:iJnalayan Sept.-
bear, snow leaopard, bharal, Oct. 
musk deer, tahr, serow, goral, 
panther, sambar, wild boar, ~ray -
monal, pheasant, snow pigeon, June. 
green pigeon. 

-do- r r 

Elephant, tiger,panther, sloth 
bear,nil.gai, sambar, chital, 
kakar, wild bear, porcupine, Nov-Hey. 
pea fowl, red Indian jungle 
fowl and partridges etc. 

Ki shan pur, Lakhimpur 227 .12 Bro'Wll and Biack Hi.ma.l.ayan 1 r 

Kheri bear, snow le9J>ard, bharal., 
musk xdeer, tahr, serow, 
goral, panther,sambar, wild 
boar, pheasant, snow pigeon,· 
kokla, green pigeon,monals 
etc. 

Kedarnath,Chamoli 957 

Chandraprabha,Varanasi 78 
(2nd hane for Gir lions) 

Sept .-Oct • , 
May-June. 

Tiger,panther,sambar, Sept.~ 
Indian gazelle, sloth 
bear, nilgai,pea fowl, 
partridges,sand grouse etc. 
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Katamiaghat ,Bahraich 400 Tiger,panther~sambar, 
bear~chital, black buck. 

Nov.-V.ay 

Rani pur~ Benda 

Cb:Ua, Garhwal 249 

Tiger~panther,wild cat, 
sambar,hyena, fax:,jackal, 
chital, chinkara,black buck, 
etc. 

Tiger,panther, bear,elephant, 
chital, sambar, nilgai, etc. 

•• 

I I 

West Bengal 

Lothian I sla:rxl, 
1 24-Pa.rganas 

38.00 Wild pigs, Chital,ot.ter, Dec.-Feb. 

Halliday Isla.rrl, 
:24--P argana s 

est~e crocodiles, 
gangetic dolphin, water 
birds, etc. 

5.95 Royal Bengal Tiger, chital, 'I 

water birds etc. 

Sajnakhali,24-Parga- 362.40 Tiger, >dld boar,chital, July-Dec. 
nas cormorant, open-bill, storks, 

make bird , white ibis, p\.U1)le 
heron, grey heron, green bitter, 
pelican, etc. 

Gorumara, Jalpaiguri 8.52 Rhino,elephant,gaur,tiger, Oct.-Apr. 
sambar, hog deer, wild boar, 
varieties of birds. 

Jaldapara,Jalpaiguri 115.53 Rhino,elephant,tiger,leop- Dec.-May 
ard,wild boar,gaur,barking 

1-fahana.di ,Dar j eeling 

deer, hog deer,sambar&vari-
ety 9f birds. 

127.22 Tiger,elephant,gaur,sambar, Nov.-Apr. 
hog,wild boar,gibbons and a 
variety or birds. 

Sumerbans, 24-Parga-2585 .00 Tiger, different species of Sept.-Kay-
nas(Tiger Sanctuary) deer, wild boar, estuarine 

crocodile, Gangetic dolphin. 
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Table: 5. Tiger ' Enumeration 19~ 

Statewise Break~ or Pg'2ulation 

S.No. Name of State Male Fem Cuba Sex Total 
ale Uuknolm 

1 • Arxlhra Pradesh 60 61 20 23 164 

2. Aunachal Pradesh 85 96 37 1 219 

3. Assam 141 182 44 9 376 

4. Bihar 54 63 21 130 

5. Gao Nil 

6. Gujarat 4 2 3 1 

7. liaryana 1 1 

8. Himachal Pradesh Nil 

9. Janmu & Kashmir Nil 

10. Karnataka 73 94 35 202 

ll. Kerala 39 39 11 89 

12. Madhya Pradesh 255 364 130 37 786 

13. 1-iaharashtra 140 102 42 17 301 

14. lfJ.anipur 6 6 

15. Heghalaya 57 55 10 3 125 

16. lvf..izoram 12 5 7 9 33 

17. Nagalard 27 Z7 6 44 104 

18. Orissa 74 107 21 2)2 

19. Punjab Nil 
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Table:s. 
(Continued fran Previous Page) 

S.No. Name of State Male Fem Cubs Sex· Total 
ale Unknown 

2 

20. Rajasthan 50 33 13 .... 96 

21. Sikldm 1 1 2 

22. Tamil Nadu 31 29 8 29 en 
23. Tripura 2 3 5 

24. Uttar Pradesh 298 336 64 598 

25. I'/ est Bengal 175 149 19 9 352 

Name of Union Territories 

1 • Andaman & Nicobar Islands , NiL 

2. Chandigarh Nil 

3. Dadar & Nagar 1-lavell Nil 

4. Daman & Diu Nil 

5· Delhi Nil 

6. Lakshadweep Nil 

7· Pondichery Nil 

Total 1579 1747 491 188 4005 
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Table: 6. Pq>ulation of Tiger in Tiger Reserves 
Tiger Population in 1987 

1. 

2. 

6. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11 • 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Name of Tiger Reserves 

Bandipur (Kamataka) 

Buxa (West Bengal) 

Corbett (uttar Pradesh) 

Dudhwa(Uttar Pradesh). 

Indravati (Madhya Pradesh) 

Kanha (Madhya Pradesh) 

Manas (Assam) 

Melghat(Maharashtra) 

Nagarjuna. Sagar(Andhra Pradesh) 

Namdapha(Arunachal Pradesh) 

Palamau(Bihar) 

Periyar (Kerala) 

Ranthambore(rajasthan) 

Sariska(Rajasthan) 

Simi~ (Orissa) 

Sunderbans(West Bengal) 

Total 

53 

15 

90 

80 

25 

94 

123 

81 

83 

43 

54 

44 

40 

43 

89 

264 

t221 
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CHAPTER.&' 

BETLJ\. NATIONAL PARK 
A CASt STUDY 

is one of the 13 wildlife 

sanctuaries of Bihar. A part of this sanctuary 

was elevated to the status of national park and 

renamed as Betla national park. It is lying in the 

mid-west of Bi.har and north-western part of Chotanagpur plateau.Its 

original area was 150 sq km. t It was declared as a wildlife sanc

tuary in 1959 and its area was extended to 249 sq km.2 . Today as 

a tiger reserve it has an area of 979 sq mJ, of which 200 sq lan 

area constitutes the core area. The tourist zone comprises on~ 

35 sq lan.4 The original sanctuary area at Betla in the north of 

reserve is still the most visible part. The southern part of forest 

was added later on and is also important. 

The park is 180 lml. far from Ranchi and 25 km fran 

Deltonganj •5 Both towns are well connected with large cities and 

towns by roads, railways (a.M airport at Ranchi). It is situated 

1. Tjmes of India, (January, 1988). 

2. Ibid. 

3. Annual {Weort of Minist3 of Wildlife and Envirorment, Govt. of 
India, New Delhi : 1988 • 

4. Times of India, (January, 1988). 

5. Rani, Varsha ; 1Palamau - A Different Bihar', The T:imes of 
India, (Friday, August 29, 1986) • 
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on the National highway no. 33 and has a network of good roads 

aroun:l it, ccrmecting it to important places within the State 

and outside the state. 

The entry point to Belta is. Dubia Khar, t60 lml 

far fran Ranchi fran where Betla is only 15 km away. 6 

GEOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNT OF BETLA NATIONAL PARK 

~'Sit·::~:: :~i::D::ot::.p::u~gioo iE 

is very famous for minerals, especiall metallic minerals. At Dalt-

onganj the lower gondwana deposits are also found in the form of 

coal deposits in Auranga river valley. The Dharwar system is 

one of the most ancient system of not only the India, but of 

world also. The topography is senile. Chat.anagpur plateau has 

rejuvenated (uplifted) three times during Himalayan orogeny -

in Oligocene, mid - Miocene and Plio-pliestocene periods. These 

different upliftments separate each other with scarps. The 

surface is almost peneplain, i.e., though undulating surface but 

not very steep and sharp. 

6. Ibid. 
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after its status as tiger J?roject in 1974, more attention is 
' 

paid on tiger. Alike other ·, tiger reserves,· it will be maintained 
I 
' 

in its optimum conditions in\ its entirety. The core area is 
I 
I 

protected from any kind of ~loitation and in the rest of the 
I 

reserve human activities are'·, allowed only urrler strict control. 

' 
Besides the ti~ers, there are leopards which, 

I 

according to census of 1984, ~ere 30 in munber. 10 other ani-
; 

. I 

mal.s · -are elephant, gaur, mouse deer, sloth bear, rhesus 
, I 

macaque, coounoo langur, sambe~, chital, barking deer, cooJ.-non and 
. \ 

small mangoose, hyena, 1dld dog, porcupine, hare a.n:l. wild boar 
I 
I 

etc. The elephant pOpulation is\ aroun:l 60, but more migrated 
I 

into Betla fran th~ Baresand forest (in south) in about October 

and stay there till the follot-kng April. Untill about fifteen 
. . I 

years ago, all elephants were living mostly in the denser forests 

of Baresani, but after the bull~ of the storage dam at Betla, 
\ 
I 

sane have begun to live there :and otllE'.rs visit it regularly. 

Though they are great attraction~ in the reserves, they are 

creating problems by destroying ',the vegetation and. raiding the 
' .... 

paddy fields outside it. There :. is dominance of makhnas or 
' 

tuskless male elephants whiCh are usually massive. Sanetimes 

10. Seshadri, Ba.lakrishna ; op cit,., p.125. 
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they becane aggressive and create problems. 

Gaur are living in herd. They are not shy and 

may be seen with elephants. Samber, Chital, Barking deer and 

\'/ild boar are numerous and laways live in nocks. In day time 

they move for grazing, but in night they are alert. Nil.gai are 

few.· Sanetimes hyena or )lOlf can be seen. Fax are very cOliillon in 

south and in marginal areas, where they move towards villaees in 

night for poultry and waste food. l.fany times there are encoun-

ters of tribals with Sloth bear, especially in the spring season 

\-~hen 1Mahua' blossans. Though the Wild boar are living in the 

interior areas, but their encouter is likely to be very dang-

erous, because they 'are aggressive in nature. 

The canmon langur and monkeys are wandering tree to 

tree, but they are more canmon at old fort area and near the 

entrance of park. 

Bird life is abundant in Palamau. There are over 

200 species of avifa~ that nestle or migrate to the .forest 

environnent. The main tjrpes are kingfishers, purpl.e-sunbirds, 

tickell'a .flower pickers, golden backed wood peckers,scarlet mini-

vets, paradise .flycatchers, blossom headed parakeets, sparrow 
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hawks, king vultures, lagger fulcons, brown fish owls, reef herons, 

ibis, black pa.tridge, quails, red jungle DLwl, pea-fawl, many 

water birds and above all the national bird peacock. 

HISl'ORY AND PEOPLE 

An additional attraction in this reserve is the 

runins of two 16th - 17th century forts built by the local 

'Chero' chiertains of that t:ime. The Cheros were most powerful 

rulers in south Bihar in the 16th arrl 17th centuries. 11 They 

offered tough resistance to Hughal expansion, carrying depreda-

tiona into their territory, charging levies, octorai duty an::l. 

pastoral taxes independent:.:cy'. The ruins of two old forts -

'Naya' and •Purana' quilci. (new an:i old) - are situated on the 
I 

north-eastern boundary of the park. The forts are very imposing, 

built of yellow-red sandstones and grani. te are now covered with 

moss an::l grasses • The walls are weathered and broken at many pla

ces. They are testimony to the strength and valour of the Cheros. 

Thick walls, loopholed battlements, watch towers arrl strong 

entrance gates which still stan:i, must have saved it from the 

enency-'s attack. The old !art is said to be favourite haunt of 

tigers whose pug marks are often visible. There are many · Hindu 

11 • The Times of India, August i9, 1 «;e6. 
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and Muslim structures. There are four storeyed houses ld.th 

bright~ coloured frescoes, a mosque, a well with a vaulted 

tunnel mich is believed· to be a secret escape route fran new fort 

are the main attractiops as well as characteristics of new fort. 

New fort is built over· a conical hill, surrounded by double walls. 

It has multi storeyed, galleries 100ant for the garr'i.son and in 

the centre is a large three storeyed hall, lirl.ch provides a pano

ramic view of the countl-yside. The Nagpuri gate to the south is 

sculptured beautifully' with floral motifs ani creepers and is 

more than 50 feet high. In the cOWltryside lie broken pillars, 

capitals, brackets etc~ The new fort dates back to the 17th 

century and was prob~ly built by the Chero Raja Medini Roy, 
I 

the most courageous and powerful of all the monarchs as mentioned 
I' 

in SanSkrit and Persain ~nscription on the door. 

The local people are tri.bals as well as non-tr:ibals. 

Tribals are living in tpe villages normally situated in forests, 

~zhile non tribals are ~ore towards Daltonganj town. The tribals 

are mainly Oraon, Mtmda, Hos and Birhors. Population is very 

sparse in this area. Within core 
II 

area and reserve bomrlary there 

is no village. Along the road some villages are located. 



• 1.3.3 

TOURISM IN BEl'LA NATICifAL PARK 

he n~areet airport at Ran chi. { 1 SO lan) is connected 
~---

with all large cities. Nearest Railhead Daltan

ganj · {25 km.) is connected with Delhi, Patna, Calcutta, Tata 

and Rourkela. It is situated on the National highway no • .33. It 

has a network of _good roads arotmd it, connecting it to important 

places within the State and outside the state. There are regular 

State transport services from Ranchi to Daltonganj and to Betla. 

Department of Tourism, Bihar also operates conducted tours to most 

of these si tea. 

The park is open to visitors fran October to May, 

after which the monsoon seta in. The best time is March when 

many waterholes dry up. Then the animals have perforce to 

queue up at the limited waterhol.es available, where hides and 

watch-towers have been constructed. There are two favourite spots 

to watch the wildlife, ane is ;Haathi Bajwa and other is 1-!adhuchu-
, 

wan hide. The herds of elephaPts can be seen in Kamaldah lake. 12 

The normal procedure to see all the animals is an 

early morning ride through the park, which lasts till about 9 a.m. 

12. Seshadri, Balakrishna ; op cit., p.125. 
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Table :7• 
I ' ·.Number ot Tourists in Five Important National Paries. 

Name of Nunber of Tourists 
National 
Park 1982- 1 ~83- Percenta- 1 ~~- Percentage 

83 4 ge Growth Growth 

Periyar, 1,04,512 .1 ,39 ,2(f:J 33 1,84,712 33 
Dist • Id ukki, I 

Kerala. 

Corbett, 
Districts, 
Garhwal and 18,092 19,621 8 15,015 -24 
Nainital, 
Uttar Pradesh 

Kanha, Dist. 
:Hanila and 

13,683 27,570 101 2'7,012. -2 Balaghat, 
1!ladhya Pradesh 

Palamau, 22,812 24,077 5 22,924 -5 Bihar 

Sariska, 
Dist.Alwar, 14,599 18,611 71 23,269 25 
Rajasthan 

Source: Ministry of .Envirorunent and Forests, Govt. of India. 
Growth rates calculated. 
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The secom round · is in evening ani most of vehicles book spot

lights for the night, men the animals• movement is at a 1ow ebb. 

The park has no government. or forest guides but few of local 

residents act as guides with the permission of the forest offi

cials and nonna.J..ly take the tourists in !our or f'i ve well 

known paths. 

The glimpse of a tiger or a panther is rare phenane

na. There is the chance of coming across wild elephants l'lbich 

have been known to chase jeeps and other vehicles, so all vehicles 

drivers are instructed to stop immediately whenever they 

spot an elephant and . thus avoid the. risk of attracting undesir

able attention. 

A large p~ of tourists are canposed of Bengalis, 

'Who are famous for tourism, because this park is near, cheaper, 

very peaceful and natural. Rest are generally from Bihar, especi

ally fran Ranchi am adjacent districts and fran Uttar Pradesh. 

The figure shown by Ministry of Environment and Forest shows that 

the nunber of' tourists in 1982-83 was 22,812, in 1983-84 it was 

24,077 (an increase of' merely 5%) and in 1984-85 it was 

22,924 (a decline of 5%). However, this fluctuation does not show 

any trend. But we can sa;r that the developnent is not very satis

factory (Table. 7). 
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There are .ma.ny factors respcnsible for the poor 

· performance of too.risn development. The basic defect lies in the 

lack of enthusiasm in the Department of Bihar 1 s Tourisn. There 

is no certainty of buses, especial.ly from Ranch! ani even fran 

Daltcnganj. Though the park is along the national highway, roads 

are in pitiable condition. During rainfall the metallic part 

washes away at IlL9llY places. There are few tourist banglows, 

lodges an1 hotels, insufficient. for tourists. So inmediate 

need is to improve the ·basic· infrastructure, that is road, 

vehicles and hotel accanodatiorts. 

Other problem is political and law arrl order. Many 

\ 

times the robbers have looted the vehicles going Daltonganj in 

forest. So people feel insecure and hesitate to go to such 

remote places. The political moveraent, 1Jharkhand Hovement 1 , bas 

also hamperoo tourism. '!'here are many factions of Jharkhan:iites 

who time to time call for; strikes and blockade of roadways and 

railways. Sanetimee such movements led to violence. So, in such 

weather o:f unstability 'and uncertainty no outsider (especially 
i 

non-Biharis) will dare tO enjoy the wild beauty. 

The tourism, whatever has developed, has bettered the 

econany and living style of the places along the roadside. Many 

line hotels - motels, dhabas have sprang up. The local people 
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are working as guides and labourers. Their lite-style has 

also changed with the contact ot outsiders. Sane detects due to 

.tourism cannot be ruled out. &nok:i.ng is strictly prohibited, 

but the careless smokers have created havoc by inviting forest 

fire which many times spread tremendously and becomes very 

dangerous ·!or wild as well as human life. So, a proper awareness 

is needed by the ci vi.l people in, the regime of jungle. 



CHAfTER.. v \ 
I 

LEGISIAltiON,DEVELOPMENT t IMPACT of WILD LJ'f£ 
I 

' 
~r Imependence Government of India made some 

\ 
pl:,ans · for the development of forests and their 

I 
na~ural habitats. National forest policy was the 

N':'~""\d~ I . 
fir\st step in thls direction in which om third 

of geographic area was aimed to achieve as forest areas ( f:IJ% in 

plains and 20fo t hill areas) for ecological balance and preser-
\ 

vation of wild lifl_ Government of India is conscious for the 

preservation and dlelopment of wild life and has taken many steps 
\ . 

in this direction. \.Among these steps the most important is the 

financial assistance\ to states for the development of sanctuaries 

and naticnal parks, ~1pvering the following: 1 
I 
\ 

\ 

\ 
1. For i.nq>roving mahaganent capacity 'Which includes increase 

\ 
I 
I 

in the nunber of addi ~onal staff for protecticn, enforcement and 
I 
I 

management, development;. of ec:mnunication equipnents like walkie-
\ 

talkie and wireless s~\s, purchase of vehicles, elephants, horses, 

mules - Iilechard.cal b~ts, construction of staff quarters. 

1. Annual Report of Ministry of Wildlife am Environment, Govt. of 
India, (New Delhi: 19$8). 

i 
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i 
2. Habitat developuent canprises water conservation and develop

! 
. ! 

ment work, eraq.ieation of weeds~ pasture development etc. 
I 

3. Introduction of nature edUcation througl.'l establishment of 

nature educatioh centres am an interpretation system for the 
I 

I 
sanctuary. ! 

I 
4. Establisbnent of research facilities and pranotion of field 

\1 

study including 1 periodic census of 'Wild animals in acti. ve colla-
1 

boratian with sci
1
entitic institutions, universities ani non-govern-
' I 
I 

mental organisatiOn. 
I 
I 

5~ Various steps are taken to lessen the preserves on the rese-
1 

rvers, e.g., to Pztovide fuel am fodder alternatives, water supply 
I 

and biogas develdpment, protection fran and compensation against 
I 
I 
I 

wildlife depredations etc. 
! 
'I 
I 

I 
I 

PLAN AIJi,ocATION FCR WILD LIFE SANCTUARIES 

There' is a total outlay of Rs.360 lakh for the 
I 

seventh plan peri~ under the central.ly sponsored schemes 'Assist

ance to States !oridevelopn.ent of sanctuaries 1 .2 Financial assis-

tance is given to 'the States after scrutiny of their proposals on 
I 

I 100% basis for it~s on non-recurring experxiiture and on the 

2. Ibid. 



Table: 8. \Central Assistance to the States under 'Sanctuaries 
I 
\Scheme' 
I 

during Seventh Plan 

(Rs • in lakhs) 

I 
I 

s.No. Name of State 1985-86 1986-En 1987-88 
I 

(Upto I 
I 
I 15.2.88) 
I 
I 
I 

1. .Arxlhra Pradesh': 5.32 8.95 12.00 
I 
I 

2. Arunacr~l Pradesh 10.75 
..., Assam 3.25 4.50 J• 

4. Gujarat 2.92 l5.84 

5. HaiJrana 1.25 5.17 7.50 

- 6~ 1-Iima.cha.l Pradesh\ 10.08 7.21: 10.05 

7. J armnu & Kashmir I 14.3h 1.50 6.85 

s. Karnataka 7.65 9.78 21 • .30 

9. Kernla 1.05 18 • .33 23.16 

10. Hadhya Pradesh 3.93 8.87 

11 • Heghalaya 3.09 J.ZO 

12. Mizoram 2.10 2.79 

13. Nagaland 3.S6 0.92 3.30 

14. Orissa 2.92 0.87 2.50 

15. Tamil Hadu 0.55 7.CJJ 

16. Tripura 

17. Uttar Pradesh 5.49 4. CJ1 

18. Hest llengal 0.02 5.40 

61.57 103.95 173.98 
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I 
condition that the wildlife sanctuary being .f'inanced is urxier 

I 
I 

the canplete control ot that state's w:i.ldl.Ue wing. The budget 
I 

provision tar th~ development of 105 sanctuaries in 1987-88 
I 

• I 

was Rs. 200 lakha, which increased upto Rs. Z/5 1akh tor the , I 
i 

year 19$8-89. Tpe list no. shows the Central assistance 
I 

to states/Union t~rrltories urxier •Sanctuaries Scheme' during 

seventh plan. The\ data tor assistance were available upto 
I 

15. 2. 1988. The dlata show that max:imun tmd is allocated to 
\ 

Rajasthan in 1986te'7 and 1987-88. Kerala was second in both 
\ . 

consec~tive years. 1\ Gujarat, Anihra Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, 

Tripura, Haryana e~c are other States which got higher position 
. \ 

in priority list. However, Arunachal Pradesh, Bihar, Goa, Manipur, 
\ 

Punjab, Sikkim and ill Union Territories were not assisted under 

this scheme. (Table s\& Fig.16). 

\ 
I 

PLAN ALLOCATION FOR NATIONAL PARKS 
\ 

I 
Ihr1ng ~h plan there was an allocation of only 

I 
Rs. 99 lakh for the deVelo:PJl€llt of natimal parks, which was raised 

I 
I 

to Rs. 200 lakhs in *enth plan period. Urxler the central schene 
I 

or 'assistance to States tor development of national parks 13 
I 
I 

given to states after: scrutiny of their proposal, on 100% basis 

for items of recurring 'I expenditure and on 50% basis for items 
I 

I 

of recurring expeDiiture. The conditions that the national 
I 

3. Ibid. 
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I 
park being f'inan~ed is under the canplete control or :that 

I 
State's wildlife 1 wing. 

I 

I 
i 

The ~atewise break-up of Central assistance during 
I 

Sixth am Seventh ~ve year plan period is shown in tbe table 
I 

no. The bu:lget provision for the develop:nent or 32 
I 

national parks in 1198'7-88 was Rs. 199 1akh an:i during 198e-
i 

'89 it is Rs. 192 lflkh· ( Table. 9 & Fig. 17). 
I 
i 

In Sev~th plan the maximum amo1.mt is allocated 
I 

to Himachal Pradesh lan:i UP. Other States who are seriously under-
! 

taken in this schEm~ are Rajasthan, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, 

I 
Andaman arrl Nicobar,l Karnataka and Meghalaya. 

I 
I 

I 
In No~nnber 1972 the Indian Wildlife Board. cho-

1 

se the tiger as the I national animal of India. A national scheme 

caJ.led the 'Project Tiger' was launched to protect the danger- · 
I 

ous~ depleting species. There are 16 tiger projects in India, 

' of which four are wildlife sanctuaries and 12 are national 
I 

parks. These tiger r~serves get special attention and allocation 
I 

.fran centre. The T~bl.e no. 10 shows the funds allocated 
I 

to tiger reserves ~ different years or sixth and seventh 
I 

plan. In present p~ Namdapha, Manas, Pal..amu, Nagarjun Sagar 

etc are important r~serves who have got special attmtion. 
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Table: 9• 
State-wise Release of Fums Under National Parks 
Scheme during Seventh Fiver Year Plan Pericxi 

S.No. tiame of States 

1. Andhra Pradesh 

2. Arunachal Pradesh 

3. Assam 

4. Bihar 

5. Goa 

6. Cujarat 

7. nimachal Pradesh 

5. J ar:mu & Kash:Jir 
\ 

9. Karnataka 

10. Kerala 

11. Eadhya Pradesh 

12. Vl8.lri.pur 

13. Heghalaya 

14. Rajasthan 

16. Si.kkim 

16. Uttar Pradesh 

17 • West Bengal 

(Rs. in lakhs) 

1985-86 

0.05 

2.94 

9 .. ?..4 

3.42 

2.86 

2.89 

9.79 

4.C7 

1986-87 

n.o 

0.50 

3.60 

0.90 

1.2:) 

11o45 

9.64 

12.10 

5.73 

8.74 

ro.oo 

1987-88 
(upto 
15.2.88) 

11.80 

18.35 

25.19 

e.oe 

9.60 

3.02 

r?.06 

11.69 

9.00 

18.50 

1.31 

23.00 
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Table: 10. Statement Shcnd.ng Release of F\U'lds to the Tiger 
Reserves for the Years Fran 

1282:86 to 1987-88 ~:s2to 1,2.2.88 2 VII Plan 

Total 
1985- 1986- 19fr/- Rs.in 

Name of the Reserve 86 87 88 Lakhs· 

Corbett 10.80 13.12 13.15 37.07 

Palamau 11.45 16.10 1:7.52 45.07 

Similipal 9.93 11 .40 17.00 38.33 

Kanha 10.49 5.02 15.50 31.01 

Manas 20.42 17.61 13.50 51.53 

Sariska 8.39 8.79 15.40 32.58 

Ranthambore 7.67 8.51 12.52 28.70 

Bandipur 12.35 13.02 1h.77 1~0.1 h 

Sunderbans 8.57 10. 7? 19-55 38.89 

Nelghat 12.98 1!.~-o55 19.00 43.59 

Periyar 9.30 14.69 19.00 43.59 

Indravati 9.42 13.16 11.30 33.83 

Nagarjunasagar 12.56 15.66 17.13 45.35 

Buxa 2.10 0.03 21.01 31.14 

· Namdapha 24.96 24.57 6.93 56.h6 

Du:lhwa 18.76 18.76 

171.99 195.00 233.04 601.03 
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•'!&~ 7p~ he Directorate of Wildlife under the Ministry of 

~ Environment and Forest was set up in pursuance of 

guidelines given by the National Wildlife Action Plan to 

assist the State goverrment in the proper management of the 

national parks and sanctuaries. The Directorate is also respon-

sible for assign1ng the assistance to States. Its efforts to 

enlarge the network of wildlife protected areas to adequately 

represent country's biological diversity were continued during 

1988. By the end of 1988 there were 68 national parks and .366 

sanctuaries in the country. 4 

The wild life institute of Irxiia has canpleted a 

project for preparation of the bio-g~ograpbic classification sui

table for conservation, planning and has sultnitted a report en-

titled 'Planning a Wildlife Protected Area Network in India 1 • 

The report rec<JIIllended that at least 4.6% of geographic area 

of the country should be under national parks/sanctuaries. At 

present it is 4.07%. It is hoped that target would be achieved 

in next few years. {Table. 3 & Fig. 13). 

4. Ibid. 



The Indian Board for Wildlife, the apex statutory 

advisory body for formulating policies on wildlife, met urxier 

5 
the chairmanship of Prime Minister Mr. Rajiv Garnhi in June •ss 

ani took important decisions regarding the conservation or wild 

·life resources of country. The management or various national 

parks had been evaluated by a carmittee appointed by the Board 

and Dachigham national park was adjudged the best national park 

for the year 1981-184. In this meeting special attention lias· 

paid to the protection of the rare and endangered species like 

the tiger, rhinoceros, snO\-T leopard, brow antlerd deer, Irxiian 

elephant, cranes and bustards. 

The Irrlian Board for r/ildlife has played an important 

role in encouraging and grmiing consciousness among the people for 

wild life. It organises various programmes, functions, seninars 

and workshops for conservatioo of wildlife during wildlife week 

which is celebrated . in first week of October. 

5. &l.plgyment News (Saturday, Jan 28, 1989), pp. 3 -4. 
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DIFF:mmf ACTS AND LAWS RIDARDIID WILD LIFE 

~ 

he British were responsible for the large scale 

deforestation and mass destruction of the wild 

life. But trey were also the people who became 

aware of their preservation and tried to regulate 

various laws. The greatest drawback · was that at that time 

the political boW'ldaries were so divided into British and Prin-

cely states, that the enactment of laws, llhich were different in 

different states became difficult at many tizres. The prohibited 

animals far game at one state might be free for hunting in 

adjacent states. The nature of penalties were also different. 

During that period various acts were passed by 

British administraters. The Indian Forest Act (1879, 19Z7, 1950) 

and its adaptations in States was adminiatered by the forest depa-

rbnents and gave basic protection to wildlife in reserved and 

protected forests as follows: - 6 

Prohibition of shooting, fishing and poisoning water, 

setting of traps and snares; Section 26(1) Reserved forests, 

Section 32(j) Protected forests. 

6. Stracy,P.D ; Wild Life in llxii.a 2 Its Conservation and Control, 
(New Delhi: Minist:cy of Food and Agriculture, Department of 
Agriculture, Govt of India, 1963). 
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Prohibition of killing or capturing or elephants 

in areas ldlere the Elephant Preservation Act of 1879 is not in 

force. Section 26(j) Reserved forests, Section 33(j) Protected 

forests. 

In addition to the Indian forest act, there was the 

1887 act for the preservation of wild birds an:i g~, or the 

'Wild Birds & Animals Protection Act' as it became in 1 912 • 

This act was applicable to all types of areas an1 in areas out

side the reserves which was administered by the civil and pOlice 

departments of the states to l'lhich .it has been extended, though in 

reality it was a dead letter. The act was applied to few speci

fied wild birds and animals fran time to time. Close reasons 

1-1ere declared far the:n. At that time the penalties were fine 

upto Rs. 50 and for every subsequent conviction, imprisonment 

upto one month or fine upto Rs. 100 or both. 

Besides these acts, certain legislations applicable 

to certain places and time were also in existence 1 such as the 

Elephant Preservation Act of 1879, the Indian Fisheries Act 1897, 

the Assam Rhinoceros Preservation Act and the Bengal Rhinoceros 

Protection Act. 
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After Independence the Imi.an Board of Wildlife 

was formed and many States also overhauled their wildlife legi

slaticns. The Banb~ State (Maharashtra) Wild Birds and Animals 

Protection Act of 1951 was first step? and was also recomnended 

as a model for other states. This Act brought all types of areas, 

whether government forests or waste lands under the same law 

and the same set of rules, and this undoubtedly makes for simp-

licity of administraticn and control. ·The conservator of forests 

was empo"1ered as special wildlife preservaticn _officer, assisted 

by Game wardens (Divisional forest officers or Deputy collectors). 

The main machinery of enforcement is the forest departrent itself 

or revenue patel in the absence of forest staff. All fonns of 

shooting and trapping of wildlife were licenced . Penalty and 

imprisonment for offence was also fixed. Many other States also 

modified their acts in more or ~ess saxoo line. 

However, the game rules were diverse in nature. Sane 

States had the shooting pennit system. While others do not, in 

sane States there were bag limits while in others there were 

none, the netting of birds was permitted in sane States, but not 

in others. The same contradiction were also on the close reasons, 

7 • Stracy, P .D ; Wildlife in India_, Its Conservation and Control, 
Ministry of Focd and Agriculture, Dept.. of AgricUlture, Govt. of 
·India, N. :Delhi, 1963. 
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on vermin limit, though the similar ccmdition was prevailing in 

neighbouring States. 

So the neoo for unanimous laws was felt. Wildlife 

(Protection) Act 1972 is the recent. an:l most scientific prote

ction measures taken to preserve the vanishing species. Under the 

provision of this act, any area can be declared as a wild life 

sanctuary or a national park in case the area concerned needs 

protection and conservation for its ecological, faunal, floral, 

geanorphological and zoological significance. The Central gove

rnment can establish a wild life sanctuary or national park with 

the ccnaent of the concerned State government. 

Efforts to control poaching and illegal trade in 

\dld life by strict implementation of this act were stepped up 

through the four regional offices. Financial assistance to twe

lve states to the tune of Rs. JO lakh is being provided to tac

kle the problem of illegal killing of wild animals, particular~ 

elephant in the southern states and has had a marked impact. 

To gather timely and correct intelligence about poachers and il

legal traders, a system of cash awaros both under the central 

sector am centrally sponsoroo schemes was introducoo. 

Any person \Clo contravenes a:ny of the provision of 

the act or any rule made thereunder, or ~1ho ccmnits a breach of 
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a:rv of the conditions or a licenced granted \D'lder the act, 

shall be liable . for punishment for a term which may extend for 

two years, or a fine 'Which may extem toRs. 2000, or both 

simultaneously. 

In the cases of offences relating to species in

cluded in Schedule I and Schedule II - Part II8 of the act, or to 

hunting in national parks or sanc:tuary, the o!femer shall be 

liable for puniShment for a term which shall not be less than 

six months, can be extended to six years an1 also with fine 

which shall not be less than five hundred rupees. In case of 

a subsequent offence the tenn of imprisonment shall not be less 

than one year ani the fine shall not be less than one thousand 

rupees. (Table. 11). 

The cases are cam.pundable. Officers not below the 

rank of Deputy Conservator of forests are empov1ered to accept 

a sum upto Rs. 20C>O/- by way of canpensation of such offences. 

In this act it is also mentioned that the wild 

animals, meat trophy, uncured trophy, animal article in respect 

to which an offence has been camnitted under this act shall be 

property of the government. 

8. Annual Report of Ministry of liildlife am Environment, Govt of 
In:iia, (New Delhi, 1988). 



Table: 11. List of Reoresentative An:i..rnals of Various Schedules 

Schedule 1 

1 • Black Buck 
2. Brow-antlered deer 
J. Chinkara 

4. Clouded leopard 

Schedule-II 

Part- I 

1 .Assamese r..:J.caque 
2.Bonnet mac2que 
).Pig-tailed 

macaque 

5. Four horned antelope 
6. Golden la.neur Part- II 
7. Indian elephant 
8. Indian lion 4. C a71.rllon F ·:t.-: 

Schedule-III 

1 • Barl~inb Deer 
2 .Chi tal 
3.Hog deer 
4.Nilgai 
5.Samber 
6.hild Pig 

9. Indian wild ass 
1 o.Indian wolf 
11.Kashmir stag 

5. 
6. 
7. 

Giant Squirrel 
H.imalayan Dl.D.ck Bear 
Jackal 

1 2 .lialapar civet 
1J.Husk deer 
14. Rhinoceros 
15. Sloth Bear 
16.3now leopard 
17 .Wild Buffallo 
18.Python 
19.Gharial 
20. Crocodile 
21.Peacock 

8. 
9. 

10. 
11 • 

22.Great Iniian bustard 
23.0erdon 1 s courser 
24.Great Indian Hornbill 

Otters 
Red Fax 
King Cobra 
Varanus species 

Schedule-IV Schedule-V 

1 • Ducks 1 • Canmon Crow 
2. Geese 2. Fruit Bats 
J. Partridges J. Mice 
4. Quail 4. Rats 
5. Doves 

-Vl 
Vl 
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Thus, with the help of Wildlife (protection) act 

1972, the government. has . tried to get stringent powers to fore

st officers to avoid hunting of wild animals. But even then 

the poachers are active. The fine is very small sum in com

parison to the value of skin, hide and other products of ani

mals. The gangue of national/international poachers are active 

in accessible places, especially at naticnal boun:lary zones ·where 

legal complexity hampers the forest officers to enact any action 

against the offenders. The shOl'II'ooms in cities where such sldns 

and skin-made goods are sold should be banned or tightly regula-

ted. The conscioumess among the people is also necessary, so 

that they can realise the value of such invaluable life. 

After a brief introduction of various forest/wild 

life laws, it is 

forest/wildlife 

tribal people. 

worthwhile to know about the impact of various 

laws on the inhabitants of forests , ie, the 
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IMP ACT OF FOREST/WILD LIFE LAW ON TRIBAL PEOPLE 

A -
. 

ccord.ing to the famous sociologist, D.i.MajUDrlar 

( 1978), 'A tribe is a social group with territorial 

affiliation endogamous with no specialization of functions, ruled 

by tribal officers -hereditary or otherwise, united in language 

or dialect •••• '. In Irrlia they are located in forest ani hilly 

terrain of northeast, central or middle an:l southern India. 

Though the waves of mcxiernity has penetrated at some places to 

these people, but >by and large, still they are dependent on the 

nature or forest. Forests have been sufficiently sustainlll.g 

their inhabitants. The tribal people eet food, fruits, edible 

roots, herbs, honey, meat, skin a.rxl various other wild products 

from forests. In other woros, the traditional economy of 

tribals is built in and aroum the forests. Even their reli-

gion and magical beliefs also rotate around the forests. The,y 

achieved a harmony between their lives and nature through t~ 

forests. They enjoyed the freedom as 'natives of forests' 

nntil about the mid of 19th century. In 1894 the first forest 

policy was inunciated by Britishers to limit and regulate 

the tribal rights. Fran this j\Ulcture onward t.."le governments 

either British or IlXti.an extended their powers. In first forest 

policy the forests were classified into four categories -
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(1) Forests impOrtant for climatic and physical envirorment, 

(2) Forests ,important for timber and commercial purposes, 

(3) Minor forests ani (4) Pasture lams. 

After Independence the poli·c;r of 1894 was reasses

sed and mcxlified according to changing environment, growing 

population and importance of ecological impacts. The new polic;r 

was laid down in 1952 in l~hich tribals' right on forest were 

controlled. Even in many cases, for example in Chotanagpur re-

gion about .50 lakh acres land \·laS taken by government on the 

ground of scientific mismanagement by tribals (as stated by 

Ram Dayal Singh Mtmda, President of Jharlr.hand Coordination Canmi t

te). They have now no statutory rights but certain privileges to 

take water for agriculture, to dig wells and canals for agricult

ure. They can graze cattle in open forests (under passes). They 

can remove stones and earth for domestic and agriculture use. 

They can remove timber, bamboo, reeds and canes for housing 

purposes. They can collect dead woods ani grass. They can fish 

and hunt unprotected fauna. 

But these concessions vary fran State to State and 

and there is no uniformity. Many times forest boundaries run 

close to, or coincides the tribal people. Such situation raises 

cmfiict between tribals and forest department. In such situation 
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the tribals are in disadvantageous position because forest 

acts have provided more power to forest officers llke Chief 

Conservators, District Forest Officer, Ranger etc. They have 

legal powers to arrest without any warning any person against 

whan a reasonable suspicion exists. They can seize forest 

produce, cattle, tools, carts etc if they believe that a forest 

offence has been camnitte:i. They (forest officers) are bound to 

prevent and interfere in preventing an offence, to wam people 

against taking axes, saws etc. 

Since the forest officers have to function in 

extremely difficult physical areas, they are given legal protec

tion of far reaching character; No suit will be against a 

·public servant for any act done in gocx:l faith. They cannot be cti

minalJ.y pro3ecuted for offence done by mistakes of facts, but 

not of law. They cannot be prosecuted without the approval of 

government or otherwise, according to status of officer. 

Thus, we can see that unier such conditions the 

poor, illiterate and ignorant tribal people are placEd at the 

mercy of forest officers. These laws have encouraged exploitation 

at many places. They (trlbals) have been alienated fran their 

forests am lands. Their -means of econany has shattered down. 

In the name of various projects, plants and industries their 
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ancestral lands have been seized without proper canpensation 

and rehabilitation. The result is that the tribal unrest, their 

violent movement (e.g. Jharkharr:i movemmt) and ruthless defores

tation, because due to lack of job and: land they sell woods in 

market. So there is a need to chose a mid-way, that is to 

encourage the tribals to g row forest in their lands to develop 

the fatma and nora as well as their econau;y. 

TOURis-I: ITS IMPACT ON TRIBALS AND wn.D LIFE 

our is a short-term travel to any place with any purpose 

like education, . entertainment, pilgrimage, trade and 

COIIIIllerce etc. The sanctuary an:l parks provide various objectives 

at the same tilne. It entertains, OO.ucates, create love for nature 

an.! wild life and generate consciousness about nature and its 

inhabitants, its preservation and conservation etc. 

Till 1 9'/0s no serious attempt was made to exploit 

tourisn potentialities in national parks and sanctuaries. But the 

enactment of \iildlife (Protection) Act 1 1972 was a significant step 

in the encouragement of tourisn. Before this law wildlife tourism 

was disorganised and haphazard. The tourists were not enthusiastic 

to visit the forest kno~ that poachers arrl other elemnts might 

have wiped out or driven away the wild animals. After enforce

ment of the new measures; the strict restriction on hunting and 

building of infrastructures through financial aid by central 
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government the tourian began to develop. They were not onq 

encourages for seeing wild animals, but natural flora also. 

Wildlife tourism has made people more conscious of nature 

conservation. Though, it has also been alleged that tourism has 

led to the degradation of fauna of sanctuaries arri parks. But· 

guided wild life touri sn can never lead to degradation of wild 

life sanctuaries an:i parks. 

· However, the wildlife tourisn could not grow 

substantially in In:lia. In the case of sane of national parks 

the m.mber of visitors has declined or remained static, e.g., 

in Corbett, Kanha and .Palamu. Only in the case of Sariska and 

Periyar a marginal growth is recorded. Though the given 

list no. 7 does not show any treni, 9 but one can 

draw inference that t.he position of tourism is not very satisfa-

ctory. Our wild life t~ism constitues hardly 5 to 10 % of 

foreign tourist a. There are many reasons behind this state, lack 

of infrastructure like all season roads - hotel accanodations -

vehicles and lack of proper~ trained guides. Public consciousness 

and enthusiasm about wild life ani nature has not grown so much 

which can boost wildlife tourism. The text books in schools, 

9. IMian Institute of Tourism and Travel J.Iana.gement ; Report of 
Seminar on Tourisn ani the Conservation of liildlife Reserves, 
(New Delhi : May 11, 1988). 
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travel agencies, tourisn department and other mass media are now 

doing well in growing the interest of peeple for wild fiora and 

fauna. 

There are two types of impact, one is positive, 

other is negat.i ve. On positive side tourism is bene!iciai for 

tribals. It is a good source of incane. They sale fruit, poultry, 

loeal han:lierai't and artisary, vegetables ani forest collection 

to tourists. They also get money by services they remer as 

guide, cook or other way. Thus, they earn money in such places, 

'Where previously there was no other income sources except for 

their primitive occupations such as wild product collections, 

subsistance agriculture etc vJhich are seasonal and variable or 

fluctuating in nature. So tourism provides better economy to the 

tribals. 

Apart frcn these economic aspects, tourism plays an 

important social role. The primitive people come under the 

influence of new culture. This contact changes their living style, 

food, clothing and o~>ter behaviours. Tourisn provides some 

infrastructure like roads, electricity, post and telegraph, medical 

facilities in remote areas, mich helps them a lot. They visit 

the outer world for various purposes like medical, education and 

job. Thus, tourian brings socio-economic changes in remote 
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areas and grows awareness among .the primitive people. 

There are dark aspects of tourisn too. Tourisn 

increases the prices of local products because tourists have better 

purchasing power than local poor people. Thus the local products 

like food articles, chicken, handicrarts, fruits etc becane inacce

ssible for local people. Tourisn brings about changes in social 

values and sanetimes eliminates the local cultural identity. 1he 

outer or new culture which is generally more pO\ierful, try to super

impose over the local. culture. many times the money brings various 

corruptions, e.g., crimes, prostitutions, adultary and other social 

evils. 

However, the wildlife tourism is not unifonaly deve

loped in Irxl.ia and is concentratoo in few zones and places. Especi

ally those parks and sanctuaries are well developed, "'hich lie 

near important city, towns or· along naticnal highl-lays, e.g., 

Sa.riska, Corbett, Sundarban, Gir, Muiumalai am Kodaikanal. etc. 

Other parks an:l sanctuaries •·1hieh are far fran important places, 

have yet to do a lot for devel.opmmt. So, the impact of tourism 

on tribal canmunity is also not countrywide but limited to few 

places. 

The tourism has also affected the wild life. Previ

ously they were not conscious of man, vehicles and other things, 
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but now these are cam:nan for them. These things inclWing contact 

with man has changed their behaviour. They are disturbed by 

man. Even the guided tourism, which is done in night or early 

morning with search light, vehicles by group of people, disturbs 

them. Many times reserve forest fire takes place by cigaratte 

piece by' tourists, which takes a large toll of wild lives. In 

19~ a blaze in Bharatpur bird sanctuary killed n:any species of 

animals and birds. So the tourist should be guided under strict 

disciplined supervision. In a saninar held in India Internatim

al Centre, New Dellrl. (Hay t t, t 988) 
110 

en Tourifiil and the Conser-

vation of Wildlife Reserves, organised by Imian Institute of 

Tourism and Travel Managanent, many issues of tourisn were discus-

sed. It was suggested that nun.ber of tourists should be regula-

ted, i.e., there should be ceiling of number of tourists. The 

tourists must knO\i Dos arrl Don'ts. The officer in charge 

should be given authority for the regulation of the area, time peri-

od of visit and number of visitors. Various other issues were 

also discussed in this regard to develop the tourism in forest 

areas. Despite of different opinions, they were manimous on the 

intricacy and delicacy of the relation between the tourism and 

10. Ibid. 
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wild life~ so they must not be disturbed beyond the limit. 

It was also suggested that a core area should be declared 

within parks and sanctuaries Nhere no human activity or tourl.sn 

should be permitted, so that the animals can lead a natural way 

of life. 

WILD LIFE CONS.ERV ATICN MOVEMENTS IN INDIA 

n India the first step for preservation of wild life 

was the 1887 act for the preservation of wild birds 

and game, followed by the similar act of 1912. * In 1935 1 Society 

for the Preservation of Wildlife' in UP forced the government 

of India to call for a conference on wildlife in Delhi. This 

gave an impetus to the movement which resulted in the formation of 

Hailey National Park in UP (now Corbett national park). But 

'With the Second World ~lar the enthusiasm soon died dO"vm. 

After Irnepemence largely through the efforts of 

Lt. Col. R.W.Burtm and of Banbay Natural History Society, the 

1rdld life conservation movement gained a new impetus. The 

advisory committee for coordinating scientific work in Iniia 

* At the same time sanctuaries for Asiatic lion in its last 
refuge in Asia (Gir forest in Gujarat) and Rhinoceros in 
Assam were farmed. 
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in 1951
11 

appointed a sub-ca:mittee of leading sportsmen and 

wild life enthusiasts to examine and suggest ways and neans of 

setting up national parks and sanctuaries for the conservation 

of rich and varied fauna in India. This camdttee felt that 

no substantial or lasting progress in protecti.D.g wilrllife could 

be achieved in the absence of a 1 permanent control organisation' 

assisted by an advisory camnittee to co-ordinated wildlife. 

The government of India therefore decided to form a a oard and 

the Central (later Indian) Board of Wildlife was inaugurated 

at My sore in December 1952. 

The functions of Indian Board of Wildlife are as 

'12 follo,.,s: -

1 • To device ways and means for the conservation and control 

of l'd.ldlife through co-ordinated legislative ani practical measures 

with particular reference to seasonal e.nd regional closures and 

declaration of certain species of an:iJnals as protected animals 

and prevention of indiscriminate killing. 

2. To aponsor the setting up of national parks,sanctuaries and. 

zoological gardens. 

11. Stracy,P .D ; op cit. 

12. Ibid. 
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.3. To pra:note public interest in wild life ani need for its 

preservation in harmony ~d th natural and htmlall environment. 

4. To advise government on policy in reSpect of expo~ of living 

animals, trophies, skins, furs, leathers and other wil.dlife 

products.* 

5. To prevent cruelty to birds and beasts caught alive "tr.ith or 

without injur,y. 

6. 'I'o perform other functions which ldll be helpful far the 

development of wildlife. 

The board has discharged its responsibilities very 

creditably and has made many important recom:nendations on 

wildlife. ·It has been mainly responsible for bringing about a 

considerable degree of consciousness of the need to preserve 

wildlife in the country. The · government of India has also 

responded positively. The 'Van :Hahotsava 1 or festival of forest 

has begun since 1952 to emphasise the importance of tree plant-

ation. Similarly since 1956, the government of India .cele-

brates the first week of October as the wildlife week. The 

Prime Hinister of India is the ex-officio chairman of the 

wildlife board. Imia is also an active participant of world 

* Urxier the trade control order the export fran India of follow
_ing arrlmals or their part is totally banned: Asiatic Lion, 
Cheetah or Leopard, Indian Rhinoceros, Brmm Antler Deer, 
Hangul, Crocodiles etc. 
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wildlife fund. In Iniia itself a wildlife fum has been consti-

tuted to finance the mechinary of protection. 

The centre has sponsored many conservation proje-

cts. The tiger projects are part of it. Centre has sponsored the 

scheme of Rhinoceros conservation in Assam l-d. th a fund of 

Rs. 175 lakh 13 for providing the state governments with funds 

for staff, builctlng, coomunication, equip:nent and vehicles for 

effective and intensive management of Rhinoceros' habitats. 

Financial assiatance was also provided to the 13 Sn0\'1 leopard 

reserves in Hima.layan region l;h:i.ch are the critical habitats of 

this endangered species. 

In India, the non-governmental organisations are 

also active,* but their voice is still low. There are ma~· 

groups of enviroronentalists, conservationists who have opposed 

time to tiJne the threat Of JIBSS extinction Of flora and 

fauna by man or gavernment. Such destruction becanes very fre-

quent due to large multipurpose hydel projects and establishment 

or l'cydel projects. The envirol11Ilentalist, ecologists and various 

social organisations have opposed/are opposing the Ram Ganga 

project, Narmada Sagar project, Sardar Sarovar project, Koelkaro 

13 • &q>loyment News, (Saturday, Jan 28, 1 989) , pp. 3-4. 

* e.g.' 
In:iia, 

Banbay Natural History Society, 
etc. 

Zoological Society of 
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project etc. ~ch will submerge not only the large 

population settlement but forests as well as their wildlife, 

which are irreplacable. Now, cmsciousness amoog people is 

gro~dng and they begin to raise voices against such destruc

tion. Mass media is playing a gOod role in this direction. The 

postponement of silent-valley project in Kerala is a victory of 

environmentalist-ecologists and wildlife lovers. Instead of 

large-scale projects which do irrepairable . damage am takes 

long construction and gestation period, g.overnment should 

concentrate on medium and small size project, so that the 

silent creatures and beautiful nature cannot be extinguished 

in the name of developnent. 



CONCLUSION 
PROBLEMS. €' PROSPECTS 

he geot.;raphical · features of Indian subcontinent is 

too diverse in every aspect; topqgraphy, soil, 

diversity reflect in the distribution and variety 

of vJild life. Hm-1ever, after all diversity the subcontinent can 

be kept under the umbrella of region of rr.onsoon cli!llate. As descri-

bed earlier all physical features are cOJn.-non to neighbourine 

countries, there is no sh3.rp demarcation. This is thz case uith 

vrild ani."!lals also. They are fou.'1d on the either sides of 

political bound.:1ries. So, ~1herever they are described in Indian 

context, they are also relevant to other side of political 

botL'1dary. 

It is easier to study the distribution of animals 

over space. As we have seen in the third chapter, they are ;ddely 

distributed in the re,sions of Himalayas, Plains, Peninsula and dese

rts. There are ri!1y differences as well as commonalities too • ..., 

Hany an:i.mals are space botmd, for example, the Hunaot and Yak 

are found in Ladakh, Slow Loris in north east Himalayas, Rhinoceros 

in Assam, Lion in Gir. Dut there are many animals which are 
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found almost ever,rwhere in this subcontinent, e.g., the Tigers, 

the Elephants, the l-1onkeys and Canmon Langurs, etc. 

The history of Indian subcontinent is very old 

in all respects. Its geology, fauna, flora and hu.'Jlan civilization 

all are very old. So the relation bet11een man and animal is 

very old. Even then both were co-existed for long period. In 

ancient time the old Hindu religious tradition encouraged non

violence, kindness to all creatures. Man was not hostile to ani

mals. But after the invasion of foreign rulers, especially 

the Britishers this relation of co-existence disturbed. Till 

the end of last century there was no serious problem for wild 

animals as well as for their habitat. The e.'C}Xlnsion of rail and 

road net\iork, various developnent projects and ra."'lp31lt cutting of 

vegetation as a result of increasing human population caused 

the area under forests · to shrink tremendously and the t·rild 

inhabitants came under many troubles and their Li.fe precariously 

got endangered. Hany of them either s1~pt away from the forest 

ambience or came on the verge of extinction. The two horned 

rhinoceros of Sunderhans has disappeared. Once ccmnon Indian 

Cheetah ha.s gone for ever. The black buck, the chinkara, the 

Indian wolf and the stripped hyena, the wild ass of Kutch, the 

snow leopard - clouded leopard of north-east India, the Kashmir 

stag, musk der:or, pigmy hog are almost doomed unless pranpt 
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conservation measures are taken. 

Until 1947 there was no organised shikar companies 

in the country. The law of sports was varying from place to place 

and fran time to time. Ai'ter 1947 around 27 companies were registe

red, and hunting was offered to tourists. 

The decade of 1970s was most favourable for wild 

animals, when these silent creatures were protected under the 

umbrella of various laws and acts, plans and projects. In 1970 tic;er 

hunting l-IaS banned Nhen Hr. Kailash Sankla, a forest officer 

and former director of Project Tiger, drew attention to the 

plight of tigers in International Union for Conservation of 

Nature and Natural Resources Congress (New Delhi, 1969). 1 Tiger 

was included in Red data book. The result 1-.as the setting 

up of the Project Tiger. The next important step ,.,as the wild 

lifo (Protection) Act of 1972. Thereafter, the state - central 

governments tried to pay proper attention on the preservation of 

wild life. Due to such efforts many species revived, for example 

tiger, black buck, crocodile , various types of monkeys etc. 

Though many cases of offences have also been reported where 

wild creatures were hunted by poachers, for instance, since 

1. 'Problems of Project Tieer', The statesman, Jan 21, 1989 .. 



1982 four tigers and many dozens black bucks were killed in 

Sari.ska alene • 

There i.s other face of wild life problem 

too • A new problem has emerged now , that is the 

increasing/ increased number of many sp:e.:;ies of animals have 

created problans to the people living in nearby villages • 

This probla:n was highlighted in the Conference of state 

forest ministers (Hay189, New Delhi) • S.N Mcdhi, the forest -

minister of Assam v1as too annoyed bacause the elephants 

have killed hundreds of people • They raid the crops 

and killed people if they cane in the way. At present 

Assam has largest elephant population, around 5,000 elephants in 

5,C>CQ sq km. 

Other headache is created by crocodiles. In 1975 

proj0ct crocodiles v;as launched to save this reptile from extin

ction. The Project was successful and they grew three times. One 

third of them vtere released into rivers, but there are still above 

7,000 in 32 - farms of the country. The fishermen of those areas where 

these crocodiles were released, opposed this prograrmne, because 

the crocodiles attacked them and absorbed the fish population. 

In desperation, many states proposed that they will sell croco

dile skins in lucrative prices abroad. Initially the Environ

ment hi.nistry agreed for it and: even set up a Pilot Project for 
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'farming crocodiles' in Tamil Nadu, but the ecologists opposed 

it ani the government was compelled to stop this pi:oject. 

Simi Jar was the case with other well knoWn proje- · 

cts. The Project . Tiger succeeded in increasing the population 

of tigers. But now they have become dangerous for man. It is 

reported that more than ~50 people have been killed by tigers 

since 1978 in Dudhwa (U.P) .* Cattle lifting is a common phe

nomena. The people of Sundarbans, Ranthambhor ani other reserves 

are always afraid of these animal terrorists. The Lions, though 

not much in number, are also wandering out of reserve area. 

The most unfortunate situation is that the 

people who traditionally protected these ~ruils are turning 

against them. The Bishnoi community around Jcx:lhpur has prote

cted black buck population for centuries. Now they are in large 

numbers (around 12,000) and damage their crops. 

Similar is the case of Nilgai of Rajasthan who 

became aburidant and always raided the crops of villagers. Such 

incidents have caused the people around sanctuaries and parks 

to be •anti-conservationists'. For instance, in Dudhwa, five 

tiegers were poisoned by villagers mo were fed up with their 

* Jansatta, Dec 4, 1988. 
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cattle being lifted regularly. Similar case of poisoning the 

lion in Gir has also come into light. The Director of the 

Project Tiger, Dr. R~L.Singh; has admitted that around 4D,50 

people becamee victims of tigers annually.* The local people 

are raising their voices against this project because they are 

threatened vlith tigers and feel that their land is encroached 

by tiger reserves where they are deprived of fuelwocxi and fod

der. 

Such dilemma has triggered of a nationwide 

debate about what to do with excessive numbers. Sane are advoca

ting for hunting also. Bur Dr. aanjit Singh(Additional Secretary, 

Hinistry of Envir'onrnent and 'i'Iildlife), a well known conservationist, 

disagrees on this idea, because if once their killing is all.m1ed 

it would be very difficult to regulate it. It 1'JOuld lead to mis

use and destruction of wild life. 1-lr. H.S.Pawar, Director, Wild

life Institute of India, uehradun, has rightly pointed out tm t 

local abu."'ldance of a species does not mean that it is out danger. 

It means that its present habitat is insufficient. 

Real problem does not lie in tre protection and 

conservation, but in the managenent and planning of reserves. The 

* The Statesman, Jan 2h 1989. 
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original Project Tiger plan envisaged buffer zones around 

protected core, meant to take care of any pillover of tigers 

while allowing people from adjoining villages to forage. But 

so far the project officials have totally failed in preser-

ving the buffer zones. 

The reality is that most of Iniia's wild animals 

are pushed into 363 . plus 63 smctuaries and parks which account 

for barely 4% of country's geographical area. These forest areas 

have also been encroached by villagers. Traditional corridors, 

which enabled-the animals to move from one forest to next have 

been cut off. That has led, to very little gene m:i:x::i..ng, a 

vital part of natural regeneration. The Gir lions are livine i.."l 

an isolated amall patch. They can be 'dped out by just one 

epidemic. Even the protected parks and sanctuaries are not free 

from hunan intrusion and cattle grazing. A study dcne by 

Indian Institute of Public Administration found that about 50% of 

parks ani 7r$ of the sanctuaries, the people are living inside 

the core zones. Host of buffer zones have disappered ani 

the fringes of these sanctuaries have turned into major battl~ 

ground bet"t~een men and animals. 

!-'lacy ecologists also pointed out that wildlife 

conservation programme too has been lopsided. More attention 

was given m tigers, elephants, lions and rhinoceros but other 
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an:illlals like wolves, panthers, snow leopards, jackals, wild dogs 

and hyenas etc got no proper attention. In such a process 

the delicate ecological· balance has been totally upset, e.g., 

the predators of black bucks like wolves and many wild cats 

have been wiped out, so they increased tremendously. 

Now the Hinistry of Environment has taken vi tal 

steps of identifying corridors - between forests to enable 

movements of animals. ·rhe Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradm 

has already su'c:mitterl a blue print for developing corridors in 

all geographic regions in the country, which will provide an 

additional 42 thousand sq km protected area to animals. But it 

seems a difficult task to acquire larrl fran villagers fran 

these corridors and rehabilitating them elsewhere. The ecologists 

are also concentrating on the developroont of buffer zones. In 

the buffer zones areas for human use would be clearly demarcated. 

Here, with the help of villagers in surrounding areas, fuel and 

fc:xlder would be grown to meet their needs and the remaining parts 

l'IOuld be developed for animals to roam around free~. 

The idees of developing corridors and buffer zones 

are praiseworthy. The corridors can help a lot in the interm:L"ting 

of species and their growth, for instance upto 1i950s the forests 

of Chotanagpur were extensive and dense, so the animals of Ranchi, 

Palamau ani Hazaribagh were wandering here am there. But later on 
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with the increase of h'llllail population ani developnent of varioue 

projects, mines and factories the links were disturbed, now 

they have been cut off fran each other. The establislmlent 

of buffer zone is also necessary, so that animals can live wi-

thout human interference and disturbance. 

All these plans raise optimism and one can 

expect in next caning years Hano Sapiens, the wisest creature, 

will learn to live with these silent creatures. He will not only 

think about himself, but about the irreplaceable and irrepairable 
·...! 

nature and nature's inhabitants. 
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